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1.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The DLII Asynchronous Line Interface is a character-buffered communications interface designed to assemble 

or disassemble the serial information required by a communications device for parallel transfer to, or from, the 
PDP-II Unibus. The interface consists of a single integrated circuit quad module containing two independent 

units (receiver and transmitter) capable of simultaneous 2-way communication. 

, 
The Dtll interface provides the logic and buffer register -necessary for program-controlled, transfer of data 

between a PDP-II system requiring parallel data and an external device requiring serial data. The interface also 

includes status and control bits that may be controlled by the program, the interface, or the external device for 

60mmand, monitoring, and interrupt functions. 

Five available DLlI options (DLII-A through DLll-E) provide the flexibility needed to handle a variety of 
terminals. For example; the user can use a DLII-A asa Te1etype® Control or a DLlI-E for complete dataset 

control of communications datasets such as the Bell Model 103 or 202. Depending on the option used, the user 
has a choice of line speeds (baud rates), character size, stop-code length, parity selection, line control functions, 

and status indications. 

Although _each option _ uses an M7800 module, certain discrete cOlnponent variations exist for each specific 

optiQnso that the interface performs the intended function. Therefore, although generally similar, each option 
uses a slightly different M7800 variation which is not interchangeable with other options. These variations are 
installed at the factory only. For example, an M7800 used as a DLlI-A could be Ui~ed as another DLII-A but 

not in place of a DLlI-B, C, D, or R 

A description of the individual options is given in Chapter 2 of this manual. -

1.2 SCOPE 

This manual provides the user with the theory of operation and logic diagrams necessary to understand and 

maintau{ the DLII Asynchronous Line Interface. The level of discussion assumes that the reader is familiar with 

basic digital computer theory. 

® Teletype is a registered trademark of Teletype Corporation. 
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The manual is divided into five major chapters: Introduction, General Description, Installation and 
Configuration, Programming, and Theory of Operation. A complete set of engineering drawings is provided with 

each DLII interface and is bound in a separate volume entitled DLII Asynchronous Line Interface, Engineering 

Drf,lwings. 

In all cases, the information contained in this manual refers to all five options (DL ll-A through DL II-E) unless . 
specifically stated otherwise. Although control signals and data are transferred between the interface and the 

Unibus, and between the interface and the communications device, this manual is limited to coverage of only the 
interface itself. 

Table I-I lists related PDP-II system documents that are applicable to the DLlI Asynchronous Line Interface. 

Table 1-2 lists documents applicable to communications devices that may be used with the interface. Note that 
this latter table lists only representative manuals and is not intended to be an all-inclusive list. 

Title 

PDP-II System Manual 

PDP-II Peripherals Handbook 

Paper-Tape Software 
Programming Handbook 

Table-1-I 

Applicable PDP-II Documents 

. Number Description 

Provides detailed theory of operation, flow, logic diagrams, 
operation, installation, and maintenance for components , ' 

of the applicable PDP-II system including processor, 
memory, console, and power supply. 

Provides a discussion of the various peripherals used with 
PPP-lisystems. It also provides d~tailect theory, flow, and 
logic descriptions of the Unibus and external device logic; 
methods of interface construction; and examples of typical 
interfaces. 

DEC-II-GGPB-D Provides a detailed discussion of the' PDP~11 software 
system used to load, dump, edit, assemble, and debug 
PDP-II programs; input/output programming and the 
floating-point and math package. 
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Table 1.2 

Applicable Device Documents 

Title Number Descri~tion 

Automatic Send-Receive Bulletin 273B 
Sets, Manual (two volumes) 

Teletype Corp. 

Model 33 Page Bulletin 1184B 
Printer Set, Parts Teletype Corp. 

Describes operation and maintenance of the Model 33 ASR 
Teletype unit used as an input/output device. 

Contains an 'illustrated parts breakdown to serve as a guide for 
disassembly, reassembly, and parts ordering for the Model 33 
ASR Teletype unit. ' 

NOTE 
Comparable manuals exist for other available Teletypes such 
as the Model 28, Model 35, and Model 37. 

VT05 Alphanumeric 
Display Terminal 

VT05 Alphanumeric' 
Display Terminal, 
Maintenance Manuals, 

VT06 Maintenance 
Manual 

Bell System Data 
Communications Data 
Sets 103 E/G/H 

Bell Sy~tem Data 
Communications Data 
Sets 202 C/D 

1.3 MAINTENANCE 

DEC-00-H4AB-D Describes purpose and operation of the VT05 Display used as 
an input/output device. 

DEC-00-H4BA-D. Provides detailed theory of operation and maintenance 
procedures for the VT05 Display. . 

Datapoint Corp. Provides detailed theory of operation and maintenance data for 
the VT06 Data Display Terminal. 

Provides dataset interface specifications; includes dataset 
description and options including interface signals. and timing. 

Provides dataset interface specifications; includes dataset 
description and options'including interface signals and timing. 

The basic maintenance p¥osophy of the DLlI Asynchronous Line Interface is to present the user with the 
information necessary to understand normal ,system operation. The user can utilize this information when 
analyzing trouble symptoms to determine necessary corrective action. It is beyond the scope of this manual to 
present detailed troubleshooting information. 

1.4 ENGINEERING DRAWINGS-

A complete set of engineering drawings and circuit schematics is provided in a companion volume to this manual 

entitled DLII Asynchronous Line Interface, Engineering Drawings. The following paragraphs describe the signal 
nomenclature conventions used on the drawing set. 



Signal names in the DL11 print set are in the following basic fann: 

\. ·SOURCE SIGNAL NAME POLARITY 

SOURCE indicates the drawing number of the print set where the signal originates. The drawing number of a 

print is located in the lower right-hand comer of the print title block (DL-I, DL-2, DL-3, etc.). 

SIGNAL NAME is the name prqper of the signal. The names used on the print· set are also used in this manual 
for correlation between the two. 

POLARITY is either H or L to indicate the voltage level of the signal: H means +3V; L means ground. 

As an example, the signal: 

DL-4 RCVR DONE H 

originates on sheet 4 of the M7800 moduledra~ing and is read, :'when RCVR DONE is true, this signal is at 
+3V." 

Unibus signal lines do not carry a SOURCE ihdicator. These signal names represent a bidirectional wire-ORed 

bus; as a result,. multiple sources for a particular bus signal exist. Each Unibus signal name is prefixed with the 
word BUS. i 

Interface signals fed to, or received from, the Berg conn,ector on the M7800 module are preceded by the pin 
number in parentheses: 

(DD) EIA DATA TERMINAL READY 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 2 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The DLll Asynchronous Line Interface is a character-buffered communications interface designed to translate 

serial bit stream 'data to parallel character data. The interface contains two independent units (receiver and 

transmitter) capable of simultaneous 2-way communication. 

The five available DLlI options (DLlI-A through DLlI-E) provide the flexibility needed to handle a variety of 

terminals. For example, the user can select an option for interfacing a Teletype or display keyboard, for handling 

EIA data, or for handling dataset devices. In addition, depending on the option used, the user has a choice of line 

speeds, character size, stop-code length, and parity. 

This chapter is diyided into five major portions: available options, data format, functional descriptio!)., physical 

description, and specifications. 

2.2 AVAILABLE OPTIONS 

There are five available DLlI options: DLlI-A through DLlI-E. Themajor differences among these options are 

the data code, baud rates, and certain control and monitoring bits in the status registers. Although there are five 

options, they may be divided into the following functional groups: 

a. Teletype 
Control 

b. ErA 
Terminal 
Control 

c. Data Set 
Control 

DLlI-A 
DLlI-C 

DLlI-B 
DLlI-D 

DLlI-E 

The DLlI-A and DLlI-C both use a 20-mA current loop 
for receive, transmit, and reader run operations necessary 
for Teletype or display terminal control. 

The DLlI-C is simply a more flexible version of the 
DLII-A and includes data code and baud rate selection. 

The DLlI-B and DLII-D both contain EIA drivers and 
receivers for compatability with the logic levels required 
for ErA terminals such as the VT06 display. 

The DLlI-D is simply a more flexible yersion of the 
DLl1-B and includes data code and baud rate selection. 

The DLII-E provides complete data set control for 
communications modems such as Bell Model 103 or 202. 

2-1 



A brief description of each of these options is included in Table 2-1 and a listing of available standard baud rates 

is, given in Table 2-2. Note that these baud rates are based on the standard crystals supplied by DEC; however, ( 

the user may order special crystals, if desired. The physical differences of each option (cables, connectors, etc.) 

are described in Paragr~ph 2.5. 

Option Data Code Typical Use 

DLl1-A RestrictedCl ) Model 33 or 
35 Teletype 

Model VT05 
Display 
Terminal 

DLlI-B Restricted(l) Model VT05 
orVT06 
Display 
Terminal 

DLlI-C Full Model 28 
Selection(2) Teletype 

DLl1-D Full Mode137 
Selection(2) Teletype 

(null modem 
required) 

Table 2-1 

DUI Options 

Baud Rates Notes 

110 a. No dataset bits 
150 a. No BREAK or 
300 ERROR bits 
600 c. No 1200/110 split 

1200 
2400 

Same as a. No dataset bits 
DLll-A b. No BREAK or 

ERROR bits 
c. No 1200/1 10 

split 
d. DATA TERM-

INAL RDY and 
REQTO SEND 
bits strapped 
on permanently 

e. Null modem 
usually re-
quired for 
local EIA 
terminal 

Crystal a. No dataset bits 
and switch b. BREAK and 
select- ERROR bits 
able(3) enabled 

Crystal a. No dataset bits 
and switch b. BREAK and 
select- ERROR bits 
able(3) enabled 

c. DATA TERM-
INAL RDY and 
REQTO SEND 
bits strapped 

0 on permanently 

2-2 

Description 

Uses 20-mA current loop 
operation for receive, transmit, 
and reader run. 

Has EIA drivers and receivers 
for compatability with EIA 
terminals. 

Basically identical to DLlI-A 
except has full code and baud 
rate selection. Also includes 
both BREAK and ERROR bits. 

Basically identical to DLl1-B 
except has full code and baud 
rate selection. Also includes 
both BREAK and ERROR bits. 

(continued on next page) 
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Option Data Code Typical Use 

Table 2-1 (Cont) 

DL11 Options 

Baud Rates Notes Description 

DL11-E Full Model 103 Crystal a. Full dataset Provides complete dataset 
Selection(2) or 202 and switch control control. 

, modems select- Dataset lines monitored by 
able(3) this interface are: RING, 

RECEIVE DATA, CARRIER 
DETECT, CLEAR TO 
SEND, and SECONDARY 
RECEIVE DATA. 

Dataset lines controlled by 

the program are: TRANS-

MITTED DATA, REQUEST 

TO SEND, SECONDARY 

TRANSMITTED DATA, and 

DATA TERMINAL READY. 

NOTES: 1. Restricted data code = 8 data bits, no partiy, 1 or 2 stop bits. 
2. Full selection data code = 5,6,7, or 8 d-ata bits; parity off, even, or odd; and 1, 1.5, or 2 stop bits. 
3. Baud rates that may be selected, by the crystal and switch are listed in Table 2-2. 

Table 2-2 

Baud Rates with Standard Crystals 

Switch Crystal #1 Crystal #2 Crystal #3 

Position (844.8 kHz) (1.03296 MHz) (1.152 MHz) 

I 36.7 44.8 50 
2 55 67.3 75 
3 110 134.5 150 
4 220 269 300 
5 440 538 600 
6 880 1076 1200 
7 1320 1614 1800 
8 1760 2152 2400 
9* - - -

10* - - -

*These switch positions are for external clock inputs and do not tap off the crystal oscillator. 

NOTE: The baud rates in italics are the most commonly used. 

2-3 

Crystal #4 

(4.608 MHz) 

200 
300 
600 

1200 
2400 
4800 
7200 
9600 

-
-



2.3 DATA FORMAT 

There are two basic data formats used with the DL1l interface options. The first format (Figure 2-l,a) is ., 
referred to as "restricted" because the only variable is the number of STOP bits. A .character in this format 

consists of a START bit, eight DATA bits, and one or two STOP bit~. This code is used only with the DL1l-A 

and DL11-B options. 

The second format (Figure 2-1 ,b) is referred to as "full selection" because there is a number' of variables. This 

format consists of a START bit, five to eight DATA bits, a PARITY bit or no PARITY bit,and one"one and , 
one-half, or two STOP bits. 

IDLE 
STATE OF ' 1 R 2 RETURN TO IDLE 

~NE I, B DATA BITS oio ~TS'--I r-STATE OF LINE 

1 ' l ;0- i -O~ ~ ~~ ~ -o~ ~~; ~-o~ ~ ~~ ~ -0-; ] STOP ;STOP [F ~~ART ,BIT OF 
0:....-----' .:~B_l. __ ...I. __ ...I. __ ...I. __ J. __ .J. __ .1.~~ 1 I 2 ' NEW CHARACTER 

START --I Joo-ONE BIT TIME=ONE/BAUD RATE 
BIT 

a.RESTRICTED DATA CHARACTER FORMAT-DL11-A,B 

IDLE 
STATE OF ODD,EVEN RETURN TO IDLE 

, ~INE I~ _" __ T_5_~0_B_~~A_~~_" __ T __ ~_LOR UNUSED __ ..L.., ~~ATE OF LINE 

~SOB I 0' I 02 I 03 I 04 I 05 I 06 I 07 I B~T r-;;;-l--,-I ~~~R~JJ~A~ER 0----' __ ..L __ J. __ J. __ J. __ J. __ J. __ ..L __ ...I. __ J v,vr L...::J 
START~_ JUSTIFIED TO LSB BIT POSITIONS WHEN L,...::: 

BIT'----- 5,6,OR 7 BITS USED. r-- , : : 
~1.5-"': : r- " 
j.-2 ---..J 

b. FULL SELECTION DATA CHARACTER FORMAT-DU1-C,D,E 
11-1336 

Figure 2-1 DL1l Data Formats 

When less than eight DATA bits are selected in the second format, the hardware justifies the bits into the least 

significant bit positions for characters received by the interface. When transmitting characters, the program 

provides the justification into the least significant bits. The PARITY bit may be either on or off; when on, it can 

be selected for checking either odd or even parity during receive and for providing an extra PARITY bit during 

transmit. 

All variable items within any data format are selected by jumpers on the DL1l module. None of the variables 

can be controlled by the program. Split lugs are provided on the module for installation of appropriate jumpers. 

These jumpers are listed in Table 2-3 and described more fully in Chapter 5. 

Note that ~ jumper indicates a low (0) and no jumper indicates a high (1). The jumper locations are shown on 

" DL11drawing DL-4. 
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Name 

. No Parity 

Even Parity 

STOP Bit 

( 

Number of Data Bits 

Table 2-3 

Data Format J1;llllpers 

Jumper UART 

NP 

EPS 

2SB 

NBI 
NB2 

Pin No . 

35 

39 

36 

38 
37 

Function 

Enables or disables the parity bit in the data character. 

When enabled, the Vahle of the parity bit is dependent on 

the type of parity (odd or even) select,ed by the even 

parity /select (EPS) jumper. 

When disabled, the STOP bits immediately follow the last 
DATA bit during transmission; During reception, the 
receiver does not check for parity. 

jumper - parity enabled 
no jumper - parity disabled 

Determines whether odd. or even' parity is to be used. The 
receiver checks the incoming character for appropriate 
parity;the trailsmitter inserts the appropriate parity value. 

jumper - odd parity 
no jumper - even parity 

Used in conjunction with three other jumpers (19, JIO, 
and J II) to select the. desired number of STOP bits. 

·1 STOPoit-jumperin2SB 
jumper in JI 0 . 
no jumpers in J9, JIl 

2 STOP bits - no jumper in 2SB 
no jumpers ill J9, JIl 

'jumpei inJIO 

1.5 STOP bits - jumper in 2SB 
jumper in J9 ,or JII 

. no jumper in JIO 

These two jumpers are used together to provide a code 
tl~at selects the desired number of DATA bits in the 
character. 

. . 

Note that in the follOWing ~ode,a 0 indicates a Jumper; a 
1· indicates nojumper: 

NB2 NBt No. of nATA Bits 
0 0 5 
0 1 6 
1 0 7 

1 8 
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2.4 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The DLll is a character-buffered comlminications interrace that performs two basic operations: receiving and 
. .,,, - ,." ." . ' 

transmitting asynchronous data. When receiving data, the interface converts an asynchronous serial character· 

from an external device into thepatallel character required for transfer to the l!nibus. This parallel character can 

then be gated throughthebus~tomemory, a processor register, or some other device. When transmitting data, a 

parallel· character from the bus is converted to a serial line· for transmission to the external device. Because the 

two data transfer units (receiver and transmitter) are independent, they are capable of simultaneous 2-way 

communication; The receiver ~hd·fransniitter each· operate through two related registers: a control and status· 

register for coimnand and nlonitoring functions, and a data buffer register for storing data prior to transfer to 

the bus or the external, device. 

Alth01.igh there are actually five °PLll;options,:theprime functional differences can be shown by presenting 

three typical cases: a DLlI used for dataset dev;ices, a.DLll used as a Teletype control, and a DLll used with 
- •. • I 

EIAlevel converters. Each of these three ca'ses is covered separately in Paragraphs 2.4.1 through 2.4.3, 

respectively. 

2.4.1 DLlI Dataset Interface 

,', . ," ".': ' 

01}ly the DLll-E (Figure 2-2) option c~n b~used to interfac~ to datasets. The DLll uses call and acknowledge 
signals from the computer and the d"taset, translates these signals to set up a handshaking sequence, and thus 

establish a data communication channel. :" 

U 
N 
I 
B 

D<15.:00> 

BBSY 
SSYN 
SACK. 
BR-BG 
INTR 

U A<17'00> 
S C<I,O> 

MSYN 
SSYN 

D<15:00> 

PARALLEL DATA· 

RCVR OR 
XMIT 
SELECTION 

RCVR 
STATUS 

ERROR 
BITS 

, 
I 
I 

MAINT: 
MODE, 

r-+-~ __ f-'B::.:R::::EAc:.:K,----_-, LOOP: 

PARALLEL DATA 

ligure 2-2 DLlI-E Block Diagram 
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A typical method of establishing a data communication channel is as follows: the dataset at the computer is 

called by another remote dataset and a RING signal is transmitted to the DLll interface. This RING signal 

initiates an interrupt provided the DJ .. SET INT ENB bit in the DL 11 register is set. The program then 

determines if the interrupt was caused.' uy RING and, through a service routine, issues a DATA TERMINAL 

READY and a REQ TO SEND signal. These signals cause the dataset to answer the call and send a carrier signal 

or tone to the. caller. The caller acknowledges the carrier signal with its own carrier signal which, when detected 

by the dataset, causes another interrupt (CARRIER) sequence to be initiated. Upon recognizing the CARRIER 

interrupt, the program can then either receive or transmit data. The only two prerequisites for the handshaking 

sequence are that the program use appropriate service routines and that the DATASET INT ENB bit in the DLII 

status register is set prior to setting up the data channel. 

Once the data channel is set up, the DLlI-E receiver accepts incoming serial data from the dataset lines for 

parallel conversion and transfer to the Unibus. The transmitter converts parallel data from the bus and shifts the 

resultant serial data onto the dataset lines. 

The receiver offers serial-to-parallel conversion of 5, 6, 7, or 8 level codes. This serial character code is described 

in Paragraph 2.3. Once the character has been received, a ,parity error flag, if selected, is available to the 

programmer for testing. An interrupt request (RCVR DONE flag) is initiated in the middle of the first STOP bit 

of the character being received. This indicates that the character is stored in the receiver holding register. If the 

program does not transfer the character from the holding register before the middle of the. first STOP bit of the 

next character, a data overflow error (OR ERR) bit is set in the receiver buffer register. This buffer also provides 

other error indications such as framing error (FR ERR) which indicates that the character' had no valid STOP bit, 

and partiy error (P ERR) which indicates that the received parity did not agree with the expected parity. It 

should be noted that both the receiver and transmitter character length and format are controlled by jumpers on 

the module and are always identical. 

The transmittl{r performs parallel-to-serialcanversionof 5, 6, 7, or 8 level codes. Data from the Unibus is loaded 

in parallel into the holding register. When the transmitter shift register is empty, the contents of the holding 

register is shifted into the transmitter shift register and the XMIT RDY flag comes up. A second character from 

the bus can then be loaded jnto the holding register. However, because the shift register is still working on 

previous data, the shifting operation of the second character is delayed. until the previous character has been 

completely transmitted. Once the last bit of a' character is transferred to the dataset (because of 

double-buffering, this is actually the last bit of the first character in a 2-character pair), the interface initiates an 

interrupt request (XMIT RDY) to indicate that the buffer is empty and can now be loaded with another 

character for transfer to the dataset. The tra.nsmitter status register contains a BREAK bit that can be set to 

transmit a continuous space to the dataset. Amaintenance (MAINT) bit is also. available for connecting the serial 

output of the transmitter to the input of the receiver and to force the receiver clock speed to be the same as the 

transmitter speed. 

The rest of the control portion of the DLlI-E is available through the receiver status register, and provides the 

necessary command and monitoring functions for use· with Bell 103 and 202 type datasets. This register 

monitors such functions as: CLEAR TO SEND, which indicates the operating condition of the dataset; CAR 

DET, which indicates that the carrieris being received; RCVR ACT, which indicates that the receiver is accepting 

a character; and RCVR DONE, which indicates that a full character is stored in the receiver buffer. 
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Dataset futertupt requests are initiated at the transition of RING, CAR DET, CLR TO SEND, or SEC REC 

signals. The SEC REC (secondary or supervisory received data) and the SEC XMIT (secondary or supervisory 

transniitted data) bits provide receive ~d transmit capabilities for f'le reverse channel of a remote station. The 
I < ; 

DTR bit functions asa controllead for the data~et communication channel and permits the channel to be either 

c6nneeted o~ disconnected. 

The' DLl (E option contains EIA l~vel conv.~rters for changing the bipolar inputs to TTL logic levels and the 

TTL logic level outputs to the bipolar signals required by the dataset. The EIA_~onverters provide failsafe 

operation of the controlleadsbecause they appear off if the dat~set loses power. 

---------- - --2.4-.2~DLtl-,-1'elet-ype-G()iltroI 

Both the DLlI-A and DLl l-C options can be used to interface Teletype units, The prime difference between the 

two is that th~ DLlI-C can operate with a variable character format and is available in several different baud 

rates. The DLlI-A option(Figure2~3) is normally used to interface Model 33 and 35 Teletypes; theDLll-C 
. . 

option could be used to interface Model 28 Teletypes. 

Li 
.N 
I 
B 

BBSY 
SSYN 
SACK 
BR-BG 
INTR 

U· A< 17'00>' 
S C<1:0> 

~~~~ 

0<0.7:00> 

PARAL.LEL DATA 

_STATUS:.... 
. BITS 

ROR ENB -

RCVR OR XMIT 
SELECTION 

PARALLEL DATA 

I 

Figure 2-3' DLlI-A Block Diagram 

. 20mA 
INTERFACE 
CIRCUITS 

r--
I 

TELETYPE 
UNIT 

L ___ . 

lI-t3~B 

Serial information read or written by the Teletype unit is assembled or disassembled by the DLlI interface for 

parallel transfer to, or from, the Unibus. When the processor addresses the bus, the DLll interface decodes the 

address to determine if the Teletype is the selected external device and, if selected, whether it is to perforrtl an 

input (read) or output (punch) operation. 
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If, fot example, the Teletype has been selected to accept infonnationfor printout, parallel data from the Unibus 

is loaded into the OLlI transmitter (punch) buffer. At this point, the XMIT RDY flag drops because the 
transmitter (punch) logic has been activa'ted. (the flag comes back after a fraction of a bit time if the transmitter 
is not presently active). The interface generates a START bit, shifts the data from the buffer into the Teletype 

one bit at a time, again sets the XMIT RDY flag (as soon as the holding register of the double-buffering is empty, 

even though the shift register is active), and then times out the required number of 1:!,TOP bits~ 

Thus, if the DLlI-A option is being used, the 8-bit parallel bus data is converted to the ll-bit serial input 

required by the Teletype. If the DL Il-C option is used, the fonnat and character length may be different, but 

the parallel-tOoserial conversion is accomplished in the sarne manner. Note that whenever a series of characters is 
" to be loaded into the Teletype, the XMIT RDY flag is set prior tb generation of the STOP bits and the shifting 

out· of the character in the holding register, thus allowing another character to be loaded from the bus as soon as 
the transmitter holding buffer is empty. The XMIT RDY flag'is used to initiate an interrupt sequence toinfonn 
the processor thatthe interface is ready to transfer another character to theTeletype for printing. 

When teceiving data from the Teletype unit, the operation is essentially the reverse. The START bit of the 
Teletype serial data activates the interface receiver logic, and data is loaded one bit ata time into the reader 
buffe:rregister. When loading of the buffer is complete; the buffer contents is transferred to the holding register 
and the interface sets the RCVR DONE flag, indicating to the program that a character has been assembled and 
is ready for transfer to the bus. The RCVR DONE flag, if RCVR INT ENB is also set, initiates an interrupt 
sequence, thereby causing a vectored interrupt. 

The DLlI-A and I)LlI-C options both have a reader enable (RDR ENB) bit that can be set to advance the 
paper-tape reader in the Teletype. When set, this bit clears the RCVR DONE flag. As soon as the Teletype sends 

another character, the START bit clears the RDR ENB bit, thus allowing just one character to be read. 

The DLH-A and~DLlI-C options also have a receiver active (RCVR ACT) bit which indicates that the DLlI 
'interface is receiving data from the Teletype. This bit is set at the center of the, START bit,which is the 

beginii.in~ of the input serial data, and is cleared by the leading edge of the RCVR DONE bit. The DL Il-C also 

hasl;tBREAK bit which can be set by the program to transmit a continuous space to the Teletype. 

The·DLlI-A and DLlI-C options, as well as all other DLII options, can be operated in a maintenance mode 
. which is selected by the program by setting the MAINT bit in the transmitter status register. When in this mode, 

special logic is used to perfonn a closecd loop test onnterface logic circuits. A character from the bus is loaded in 
parallel into the transmitter (punch) buffer register. The serial output of this register, besides entering the 
Teletype, enters the receiver (reader) buffer register where it is converted back into parallel data and transferred 
to the bus. If.the. DLlI is functioning properly, the character in the reader buffer (RBUF) is identical to the 
character loaded into the transmitter buffer (XBUF). 

2.4.3 PL11 EIATerminalControl 

Both theDLlI-B and DLlI-D option~ provide the control logic required for interfacing EIA tenninals such as 
the VT06 DisjJlay or the Model 37 Teletype. The prime difference between these two options is that the DLlI-D 
can operate with a variable fonnat and is available in several baud rates. 
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Functionally,the DLll-B and DLll-D operate in an .identical manner to the DLll-A and DLlI-C, respectively 

(Paragraph 2.4.2). However, both the DLll-B and DLII ~D options have a,dditionallogic consisting of EIA level 

converters. for changing bipolarinputs to TTL logic levels and for changing the TTL logic level outputstothe 

bipolar signals required by EIA terminals. 

2.5 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTI9N 

The DLll interface is packaged on a single M7800 Quad Intergrated Circuit Module .that can easily be plugged, 

into either a small peripheral controller .slot-in the processor or into one of the four slots in a I?D ll-A Periph(jral 

Mounting Panel. When the DD ll-A is used, up to four DL 11 interfaces can be mounted in a single syster,n qnit. 

Power is applied to the logic thro~gh the power harness .already provided in the BAll Mounting ~ox. The 

required current is approximately 1.8A at +5V and 150mA at -ISV. If one of the EIA options is used (DLP-B,. 

D, or E), then 50 mA of current, at a level between +9V and +15V, is.also reqqired. 

The M7800 module has a Berg connector for all user input/out!,ut signals. The specific' signals fed .to .this 

connector depend. on the particular option used. The signals transferred between the M7800,and the external 

device are dependent on the specific cable used with the selected option. Mounting, cabling; and connector 

information is given in Chapter 3. 

The specific baud rate used with the DLll interface is selected by a switch which taps off the frequf,lncy divider,

output of a crystal oscillat~r. 

RCVR0 0 . . XMIT 

.~CRYSTAL 

M7800 
11-1339 

Figure 2-4 Crystal and Switch Location 
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One of four available crystals 0.03296 MHz, 844.8 kHz, 1.152 MHz, or 4.608 MHz) is mounted on the M7800 

module as shown on Figure 2-4. The user may use a different crystal if desired, but the DLII operating speed is 

limited from 40 baud to 10K baud. 

Figure 2-4 also shows the position of the two switches used to select the baud rate. Both switches are identical: 

one is used for the receiver portion of the interface, the other is used for the transmitter. Each switch is a 

10-position rotary switch. Positions 9 and 10 are used to select an external clock. Positions 1 through 8 are used 

to select the baud rate from the crystal. The standard available baud rates selected by each switch position are 

listed in Table 2-2. A detailed description of the frequency division is given in Chapter 5 of this manual. 

2.6 SPECIFICATIONS 

Operating and physical specifications for the DL 11 Asynchronous Line Interface are given in Table 2-4. Unless 

otherwise specified in the table, the specifications refer to all five DLII options. 

Specification 

Registers 

Register 
Addresses 

Interrupt 
Vector 
Address 

Priority 
Level 

Table 2-4 

DL11 Operating Specifications 

Option~ 

All 

DLlI-A or 
DLlI-B 

DLlI-C, D, 
or E 

DLlI-A or 
DLlI-B 

All 

DLlI-A, B, C, 
D, orE 

Description 

Receiver Status Register 
Receiver Buffer Register 
Transmitter Status Register 
Transmitter Buffer Register 

(RCSR) 
(RBUF) 
(XCSR) 
(XBUF) 

RCSR 
RBUF 
XCSR 
XBUF 

RCSR 
RBUF 
XCSR 
XBUF 

RCSR 
RBUF 
XCSR 
XBUF 

777560 } 
777562 
777564· when used as console 

777566 

776XXO} 
776XX2 .. XX = 50 through 67 for up to 
776XX4 16 interfaces 
776XX6 

77XXXO} 
77XXX2 XXX = 561 through 617 for up 
77XXX4 to 31 interfaces 
77XXX6 

060 = Receiver ) -
064 = Transmitter when used as console 

Floating Vectors (Appendix B) 

BR4 (may be changed by jumper plug) 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 2-4 (Cont) ( . D L 11 Operating Specifications :7, 

Specification Options Description 

. Interrupt DLll-A,B, Transmitter Ready (XMIT RDY) 
Types C,orD Receiver Done (RCVR DONE) 

DLlI-E Transmitter Ready (XMIT RDY) , 

Receiver Done (RCVR DONE) 
Dataset Interrupt (DATASET INT) which is caused by one 
of the following: 

CARDET (carrier detect) 
RCVACT (receiver active) 
SEC REC (secondary receiver) (-RING (ringing signal) 

Commands DLlI-A, B Receiver Interrupt Enable (RCVR INT ENB) 
Transmitter Interrupt Enable (XMIT INT ENB) 
Reader Enable (RDR ENB) 
Maintenance Mode (MAINT) 

DLll-C, D All of the above commands plus BREAK. 

DLll-E All of the above commands plus the ~ollowing com- e mands: 

Dataset Interrupt Enable (DATASET INT ENB) 

\. Secondary Transmit (SEC XMIT) 
Request to Send (REQ TO SEND) 
Data Terminal Ready (DTR) 

Status DLlI-A, B Receiver Active (RCVR ACT) 

Indications Transmitter Ready (XMIT RDY) 

C Receiver Done (RCVR DONE) 

DLll-C, D Same as DLll-A plus the following: 

Error (ERROR) 
Overrun (OR ERR) 
Framing Error (FR ERR) 
Parity Error (P ERR) - ) 

, DLll-E Same as DLll-C plus the following: 

Clear to Send (CLR TO SEND) 
Carrier Detect (CAR DET) 
Secondary Receive (SEC REC) 
Ring (RING) 

(continued on next page) (~ 
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Specification 

Data Input 
and Output 

Data Format 

Data Rates 

Clock Rates 

Bit Transfer 
Order 

Parity' 

Size 

Options 

DL11-A,C 

DL11-E 

DL1l-A, B 

DL1l-C, D 
orE 

DLll-A, B 

DLll-C, D, 
orE 

DL1l-A, B 

DL1l-C, D, 
orE 

All 

DL11-C, D, 
orE 

All 

Table 2-4 (Cont) 

DUI Operating Specifications 

Description 

Serial data, 20-rnA active current loop. 

Serial data, conforms to EIA and CCITT specifications. 

Serial data, EIA and CCITT specifications, compatible 
with Bell 103 and 202 datasets. 

1 START bit, 8-bit DATA character, 1 or 2 STOP 
bits. 

1 START bit; 5, 6, 7, or 8 bit DATA 'Character; 
PARITY bit (odd, even, or unused); 1, 1.5, or 2 STOP 

. bits; 

Baud rate restricted to 110, 150,300,600, 1200, 
and 2400. No 1200/110 split. 

, Baud rate dependent on crystal used and switch 
position (Table 2-2). 

Crystal oscillator at one of two standard frequencies; 
844.8 kHz or 1.152 MHz. 

External clock can be connected to two switch positions 
(9 and 10). 

Crystal oscillator at one of four standard frequencies: 
1.03296 MHz, 844.8 kHz, 1.152 MHz, or 4.608 MHz. 

External clock can be connected to two switch 
positions (9 and 10). 

Special crystal frequencies can be ordered from DEC. 

Low-order bit (LSB) first. 

Computed on incoming data or inserted on 
outgoing data dependent on type of parity (odd or 
even) used. 

Parity may be odd,even, or unused. 

Consists of a singleqliad module (M7800) that 
occupies 14 of a DDl1-A or one of two controller slots 
in a KA 11, KC 11, or other PDP-II processor system unit. 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 2-4 (Cont) (-
DL11 Operating Specifications 

Specification Options Description 

Cables DUI-A, C One 7008360 cable (2-ft length) with Berg connector 
for mating to M7800 and female Mate-N-Lok for 
mating, to device. 

DLII-B, D, One BC05C-25 (25-ft length) cable with Berg connector 
orE for mating to M7800 and male Cinch connector for 

rna ting to device. . 
Power DUl-A, C 1.8A at +5V 
Required 150 rnA at -15V 

'DLll-B, D, 1.8A at +5V ( 
orE 150 rnA at -15V 

50 rnA at level between +9V and +15V 

\ 

c 

l 
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CHAPTER 3 

. INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the physical components which constitute each of the fiveDLll Asynchronous Line 
Interface options, and methods'of mounting and connecting the DLII to other devices. The chapter is divided 
into three major parts: configuration, installation, and cabling. 

3,2 CONFIGURATION 

Each DLlI option basically consists of an M7800 quad module,either a standard crystal (one of four available 
from DEC) or a special crystal (also available from DEC), and associated cabling. The specific components of 
each of the five options are listed in Table 3-1. 

A1thoughgene~al operation of the M7800 is similar for each option, specific functio!ls of this module differ from 

option to option. This is due partially to the jumpers which may be. added to or removed from the logic to 

enable or disable certain signals, partially due to the specific cable used with the module which mayor may not 
connect all lines 1>etween the module and the erternal device, and partially due to the addition or deletion of 
certain discrete components on the modl.lle so that the M7800 can perform the logic functions required . for a 

"particular option. In effect, there are five different versions of the M7800. 

The' crystals. covered in Tabie 3-1 are the standard crystals available from DEC. The customer may substitute a 
. special crysta~, if desired, However, theresuItant baud rate must remain within the range of 40 baud to. 1 OK 

baud. Derivation of baud rates from .the crystal oscillator frequency divider logic is described in ChapterS. 

3.3 INSTALLATION 

The DLll interface canbe mounted in either a small peripheral controller slot in the PDP-II processor or in one 
of the fOUf slots ina DDll-APeripheral Mounting Panel as shown in Figure 3-1. Note that theDLlI can be 

______ ~IllOJllltedjn~any_Qn.e~f theJo.'UI slots and Ull to four DLlI interfaces can be mounted in a sing,~le~s..,y-"s=te=m",.=u=n",it,,-. _______ _ 

A DL1.1 interface Can also be mounted in one of the four slots of a BB 11 system unit, provided that slot has 
been wired as a DD11-A or equivalent. Once the M7800 module has been installed, the appropriate cable must 
be connected as described in Paragraph 3A. 
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Option Module Cables 

: <~ 

DLll-A M7800 7008360 
(2-1/4 ft) 

DLll-B M7800 BC05C-25 
(25 ft) 

DLll-C M7800 7008360 
(2-1/4 ft) 

DLlI-D M7800 BC05C~25 
(25ft) 

DLll-E M7800 BC05C~25 

(25 ft) 

Table 3-1 

Option Configurations 

Crystal Notes 

#1 or #3 Cable mates to Model 33 or Model 
only 35 Teletype. 

#1 or #3 
only 

#1, #2; #3, 
or #4 

#1, #2, #3, Model 37 Teletype, VT05, or VT06 
or #4 null modem required. 

#1, #2, #3, Cablernatesto Bell i 03 or 202 
or #4 modem. 

NOTES: l. Crystal frequencies are: #1 = 844.8 kHz 

#2 = 1.03296 MHz 

#3 = 1.152 MHz 

#4 = 4.608 MHz 

2. Althpugh each option uses an M7800 modu1~, the signals supplied on the specific module 

(iepend on the option used. 

4 

3 

A B 

UNIBUS 
(SEE NOTE 2) 

POWER 

2 RESERVED 

c D E 

M7800 QUAD MDDULE(NDTE 1) 

NOTES: 
1. Can be mounted in slot 1, 2,3 or 4 

<2. Can be M920,BCljcA,or M930 
3. Can be M920 or BC11-A 

F 

/1- 1340 

Figure 3-1' DLll (M7800 module) Mounted in DDlI-A 
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3.3.1 Power Connections 

Power conllections to the DLII interface are provided by the associated PDP-II system via the power supply in 
the BAll mounting box. When power is applied to the PDP-II system, the DLlI receives power also. These 
power connections are described in detail in the PDP-)} Peripherals HandbOok. 

When using the DLll-B, D, or Eoption, a positive voltage is required between 9 and 15V to operate the EIA 

drivers. For PDP-II/IS and PDP~II/20 systems with an H720 Power Supply, a G8000 module must be installed 

to provide this voltage; This module uses a filter network to convert the full~wave rectified +8V /rms signal to a 

positive dc voltage. Installation of the G8000 module is performed as follows: 

1. Install the G8000 module into slot A02 of the DDII-A. 
2. . Connect a wire between A03V2 and A02V2. 
3. Connect a wire between A02N2 and CXXUl where XX is. the slot lopation of the M7800 module. 

3.3.2 Address and Priority Assignments 

The DLlI interface is addressed through the address selection logic and it~ interrupt vector determined by the 

interrupt control logic. Each specific DLlI interface has a unique address and vector, both. determined by 

jumpers on the M7800 module. Figure 3-2 shows the locations of the jumpers on the M7800 module. The 

addressing scheme is described in Paragraph 5.2 and the vector address (interrupt control) scheme is covered in 

Paragraph 5.3. The priority level is determined by the priority plug on the modl.l~e and isnormaIly a BR4 level 

for options DLlI-A throughDLlI-E. However, this priority level may be changed, if desired,by changing the 
priority plug. 

3.3.3 Installation Testing 

Installation testing is performed by running the appropriate diagnostic program after the DLII interface has 
been completely illstalled. This program is contained on the diagnostic tape supplied with the interface. 

Instructions for runningthe diagnostic are included with the program tape. 

Depending oil: the option used, the following diagnostic programs are supplied: 

a. DLll-Aoption 
b. DLlI.Boption 
c. DLII-C option 
d. DLi l-D option 
e. DL ll-E option 

3.4 CABLING . 

KLlI Teletype Tests 
VT05Tests 
Off-Line Test· 
Off-Line Test 
Off-Line Test· 
On-Line Test 

MAINDEC-II-DZKLA 
MAINDEC-ll,DZVTB 
MAINDEC-II-DZDLA 
MAINDEC-II-DZDLA 
MAINDEC-II-DZDLA 
MAINDEC~ Il-DZDLB 

Figure 3~3il1ustratesthe method of connecting cables between the various DLlI options and associated external 

devices.· 

Table· 3~2 lists the signal names and associated pins on the Berg connector mounted on the M7800 module. This 

table alsqlists the associated signalss~pplied on the 7008360 and BC05C cables. 
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(8 DATA BrrS) NB2=OUT 

C S2 SEE NOTE 2 SI 
, CRYSTAL 

uu 
V 

'E23 

IC~DI 
+-02 

if 
---R4 
_C53 

~ 

C29'=IN FOR 
110,15qBAUD ONLY 

DL11-A 

~ 
14 , 

[Q, 
14 C4 14 

~I'[~ 
14 C614 

T~I.~ 

R7 

16 

~ 
16 

~ 

RS4 
15 C814--

~I~ 

14 

~] 
14 

~ 
C50,' 

--,R53 

16 ·14 

~~ 
~ C48 

14 

14 'C7 14 

~I~:r 
+ C23 

R6 .~ 

14 

~ 

16YYYYYYY 

y~ 
y y YVyyyy· 

14 

~ 
~ 

14 

) 

NOTES: 

I. 

~. 

For further information on the DLll-A conf"lgUration or the installation of 
DUI-B, DLll-C, DLll-D or DLll-E refer to A-SP-DLiI~i 
(DLlI installation procedure) in the'DUI 

SPEED GROUP 1 2 3 4 
CRYSTAL FREQ (HZ) 844.8K 1.032%M I 1.152M I 4.608M 

SI,S2POS. BAUD RATE 

1. 36.7 44.8 50 200 , 2' 55 67.3 75 300 
3 110 134.5 150 600 
4 220 269 300 1200 
'5 :440 538 600 2400 
6 880 1076 1200 4800 
7 1320 1614 1800 7200 
8 1760 2152 2400 9600 

J 4 = INSIG.NIFICANT - ~~~~ 
14 " ':" "C32 I 14 ~' ~ -:m..: rE3Q1 ~...AUL' ~ [~] Position 1 is'most counter-clockwise position. 

14 

~ 
• J5 -OUT 

J,8=OUT 

(-----, 

, R22 14 14 

T--~~ 
-J5 

~CI2~16 CII~ 
~IC33~,I,~ 

4. JR'O ~ AS "'ii2ir 14 14 

7 Ft G36I I'E351 
·A6·R31~ ~ 
..!.L' R'3!r 14 CIO 14 

..B!!..·~-~IC§] 
~ .. ~ C47 14 ."< " 

,:-;:a ~ I'~ 

ADDRESS (JUMPER IN FOR 0, OUT FOF;! 1) 

14 CI314 

~ I ~ • C2:1 d N 111 N EXCEPT FOR 11120 a 11/15 SYSTEMS 
R39 .. WITHOUT KHl1 OPTION) 

- ..!L 

~ VECTOR ADDRESS (JUMPER IN FOR " OUT FOR 0) v,:, 

14 

GJ R 
14 ,RI---J8 ~ 
~R17 = 14-- CI5 14 14 CI4 14 

" J~ "5 14 " ,.[:41=, ~,I,~ ~ I~ t:fuJ t;_a.-- R37 

14 ' 4 ~ 14", C20 14 C' 14': CI8 14 --CI7 i4 

~16C35'~I~lt~I~1 ~ 
C21 ' • , 

11-2454 

Figure 3-2 1umper Locations on the M7800 Module 
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Table 3-3 provides a quick reference of M7800 input/output signals for TTL, EIA, and 20-mA current loop 

devices. 

Table 3.4 lists connector pin numbers and signals for the 7008360 cable. 

Table 3-5 lists connector pin numbers and signals for the 7008519 cable connector which is used in conjunction 

with the 7008360 cable. 

Table 3-6 lists connector pin numbers for the BC05C cable connectors. 

DL1l 
M78DO 

MODULE 

DL11 
M7800 

MODULE 

DLll 
M7800 

MODULE 

[{]r-~70~O~8~3~6~O ________ ~~ ~~~7~O~O~85~1~9 ____ ~ ___ t:J F 

M F MATE-N-LOCK MATE-N-LOCK 

a.DLll CONNECTED TO DISPLAY 

[{]r-__ 70_0_8_3_60 ________ --1~ 
M F MATE-N-LOCK 

b.DL1l CONNECTED TO TELETYPE 

[Ij~--BC-O-5-C------------------~----------------~ F 

F CINCH 

c.DL11 CONNECTED TO DATA SET 

Figure' 3-3 DLll Cable Connections 
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,Table 3-2 

, Pin Connection,s 
(r 

Berg M7800 Module, BeOSC Modem Cable 7008360 Cable 

Pin 

A 
; 

Ground Ground Ground 
" 

B Ground Ground ) 

C Force Busy (EIA) Force Busy 
D Sec. Clear to Send 
E Serial Input (TTL) Interlock In Interlock In ~ 
F SeriitIOutput(EIA) Transmitted Data 
H 20 rnA Interlock Interlock Out 
J Serial Input (EIA) Received Data 
K S,erial Input + (20 rnA) Received Data + 
L External Glock ' , 

M EIA Interlock Interlock Out , 
N Serial Clock Xmit c 

\ i, P Sec. Request to Send 
R Serial Clock Rcvr 
S Serial Input - (20 rnA) \ Received Data -
T Clear to Send (EIA) Clear to Send 
U 
V Request to Send (EIA) 'J Request to Send 
W -PoWer 

"; : , 

X " ' Ring (EIA) Ring 
) y '" + Power 

.. -.... 
, " 

" 

Z Data Set-Ready 
AA , Serial Output + (20 rnA) Tran$mitted Diilta + 
BB Carrier (EIA) Carrier 
CC Clock Input (TTL) 
DD Data Terminal Rdy (EIA) Data Terminal Ready 

I 

EE Reader Run - (20 rnA) Reader Run -
FF Secondiuy Xmit (EIA) 202 Sec. Xmit 

", 

HH, Berg Clock Enb 
JJ Secondary Rec (EIA) 202 Sec. Rcvr 

" 

Transmitted Data -KK Serial, Output - (20 rnA) c' 
LL EIA Sec. Xmit 
MM Signal Quality 
NN EIA Sec. Rcvr 
PP Reader Run +(20 rnA) Reader Run + 
RR Signal Rate, 
SS Serial Output (TTL) 
TT +5V 
UU Ground Ground Ground 
VV Ground Ground ) Ground 
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1"'-
I, 
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" 

( 
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( 
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Type 

TTL Signals 

.; ,. --

20-rnA Current 
Loop Signals 

1"-.. 

EiASignals 

i 

Twisted Pair 'Color 

Black/Red Black 
',Red' 

Black/White Black 
White 

Black/Green Black 
Green 

Table 3~3 

Input/Output Signals 

-- Signals 

' INPUT: Serial Data 
-Clock 
Clock Enable 

OUTPUT: Serial Data 

INPUT: + Serial Data 
- Serial Data 

OUTPUT: + Serial Data 
- Serial Data 

+ Reader Run } (RDR ENB) 
- Reader Run _ 

INPUT: Serial Data 
Clear to Send 
Ring 
Carrier 
Secondary ReceIve 

OUTPUT: Serial Data 
Force Busy 
Request to Send 
Data Terminat Ready 
Secondary Transmit 

Table 3-4 

7008360 Connections 

Mate-N-Lok • Berg 
Connector PI Connector P2 

(.To Device) (To DLll) 

2 KK 
3 S 
4 EE 
5 AA 
6 PP 
7 K 

black[~ 

NOTES: 1. ConnectoronASR Teletype uses all pins (2-7). 

Pin No; 

E 
CC 
HH 
SS 

K 
S 

,AA 
KK 
PP 
EE 

" 

J 
T 
X 
BB 
JJ 

F 
C 
V 
DD 
FF 

Signal 

- Transmitted Data 
- Received Data 
-ReaderRun 
+ Transmitted Data 
+- Reader Run -' 
+ Received Data 
Interlock In 
Interlock Out 

2. Connector on KSR Teletype does not use pins 4 or 6 (Reader Run - and +). 
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700836l· 
Mate-N-Lo. 

Connector PI 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Color 

Blue/White 

White/Blue 
, 

Orange/White 
White/Orange 
Green/White 
White/Green 
Brown/White 

White/Brown 
Slate/White 
White/Sla.te 
Blue/Red 
Red/Blue 
Orange/Red 
Slate/Red 
Slate/Green 
Red/Brown 
Slate 
Red/Slate 
Blue/Black 
Black/Blue 
Orange/Rlack 

'Black/Orange 
Green/Black 
Brown/Red 
Red/Orange 

Mate-N-Lok 

Table 3-5 

7008519 Connections 

Mate-N-Lok 

Connector P2 Color Connector PI Signal 

(To 7008360) 

2 
3 

5 

7 

Cinch 

(To Device) 

Black 
Red 

White 

Green 

Table 3-6 

BC05C Connections 

Berg 

2 
3 

5 

7 

Connector PI Connector P2 
(To Device) (To DLll) 

1 A 
VV 

2 F 
3 J 
4 +-black V 
5 T 
6 Z 
7 B 

UU 
8 BE 
9 ,y 

10 W 
11 FF 
12 JJ 
13 D 
14 .' LL 
15 N 
16 NN 
17 R 
18 U 

'19 P 
20 DD 
21 MM 
22 X 
23 RR 
24 L 
25 C 

red-{~ 
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- Transmitted Data 
- Received Data 
~ 

+ Transmitted Data 

+ Received Data 

Signal 

Ground 
Ground 
Transmitted Data 
Received Data 
Request to Send 
Clear to Send 
Data Set Ready , 
Ground 
Ground 
Cru;rier 
+ Power 
-Power 
202 Secondary Transmit 
202 Secondary Receive 
SecondaryCleafto Send 
EIA Secondary Transmit 
Serial Clock Transmit 
EIA Secopdary Receive 
Seri,al Clock Receive 
Unassigned 
Secondary Request to Send 
Data Terminal Ready ; 

\ 

Signal Quality 
Ring 
Signal Rate 
External Clock 
Force Busy 

Interlock In 
Interlock Out 

( 

(~ 

( 
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4.1 SCOPE 

CHAPTER 4 

PROGRAMMING INFORMATION 

This chapter presents general programming information for software control of the DLlI Asynchronous Line 

Interface. Although a few typical program examples are included, it is beyond the scope of this manual to 

provide detailed programs. For more detailed information on programming in general, refer to the Paper-Tape 

Software Programming Handbook, DEC-II-GGPB-D. 

This chapter of the manual is divided into five major portions: device registers, interrupts, timing considerations, 

programming notes, programming examples. 

!\ 

4.2 DEVICE REGISTERS 

All software control of the DLll Asynchronous Line Interface is performed by means of four device registers. 

These registers have been assigned bus addresses and can be read or loaded (with the exceptions noted) using any 

PDP-II instruction referring to their addresses. Address assignments can be changed by altering jumpers on the 

address selection logic to correspond to any address within the range of774000 to 777777. However, register 

addresses for the various DLll options normally fall within theTange of 775610 to 776177 or 776500 to 

776677. An explanation of the addressing scheme for the various options is covered in Chapter 5 of this manual. 

For the remainder of this discussion, it is assumed that a DLlI-A option is being used as a Teletype (console) 

control. The description is valid for all options; only the specific device register address changes. 

The four device registers and associated DLlI-A addresses are listed in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1 

Standard DL11 Register Assignments 

Register Mnemonic Address * 

Receiver Status Register RCSR 777560 
Receiver Buffer Register RBUF 777562 
Transmitter Status Register XCSR 717564 
Transmitter Buffer Register XBUF 777566 

*These addresses are only for. the DLlI-A or DLII-B option when 
. used as a Teletype (console) .control. For other address assignments 
for these registers, refer to Table 5-2. 
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Figures 4-1 through 4-4 show the bit assignments for the four device registers. Note that the number of bits 

within a specific register may vary, dependent on the particular option being used. However, when a specific bit 

is used in all options, it always retains the same bit position in the register. 

The unused and load-only bits are always read as Os. Loading unused or read-only bits has no effect on the bit 

position. The mnemonic INIT refers to the initialization signal issued by the processor. Initialization is caused by 

one. of the following: issuing a programmed RESET instruction; depressing the START switch on the processor 

console; or the occurrence of a power-up or power-down condition of the process()r power supply. 

In the following descriptions, "transmitter" refers to those registers and bits involved in accepting a parallel 

character from the Unibus for serial transmission to the external device; "receiver" refers to those registers and 

bits involved with receiving serial information from the external device for parallel transfer to the Unibus. 

Bit 

15 

14 

a. DL11-E OPTION 

NOTE: 
RDRENB(bitO)used only with DL11-A and DL11-C 

b.DLll-A THROUGH DL11-D OPTIONS 
11-1342 

Figure 4-1 ReceiverStatus Register(RCSR) - Bit Assignments 

Name 

DATASETINT 
(Dataset Interrupt) 

RING 

Option 

DLII-E only 

DLlI-E only 

Meaning and Operation 

This bit initiates an interrupt sequence provided the 
DATASET INT ENB bit (05) is also set. 

This bit is set whenever CARDET, CLR TO SEND, or SEC 
RECchanges state; i.e., on a 0 to1 or 1 to 0 transition of 
anyone of these bits. It is also set when RING changes 
from 0 to 1. 

Cleared by INIT or by reading the RCSR. Because reading 
the register clears the bit, it is, in effect, a "read-once" bit. 

When set, indicates that a RINGING signal is being 
received from the dataset. Note that the RINGING signal 
is not a level butan EIA control signal with the cycle time 
as shown below: 

J 2 SEC r.1 __ 4~S_E_C_-.J 
Read-only bit. 
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Bit 

12 

11 

c 

10 

9-8 

07 

06 

05 

04 

Name 

CLRTO S.END 
(Clear to'Send) 

I 

<;ARDET 
(Carrier Detect) 

,RCVR,ACT 
(Receiver Ac;tive). 

SECREC 
(Secondary Receive 
or Supervisory 
Received Data) 

Unused 

RCVRDONE 
(Receiver Done) 

, RCVR INT ENB " 
,(Receiver 
lnterrupt Enable) 

DATASETINT 
ENB (Dataset 
i:nt~rrupt Enable)" 

"Unused 

Option 

bLI1-Eonly 

DL11-E only 

All 

DLll-E only 

All 

All 

All 

DL1l-E only 

All 

Meaning and Operation 

The state of this bit is dependent on the state of the 
CLEAR TO SEND ,signal from the dataset~ When set, this 
bit indicates an ON condition; when clear; it indicates an 
OFF condition. 

Read-only bit. 

This bit is set when the data carrier is received. When clear, 
it indicates either the, end of the current transmission 
activity or an error condition. 

Read-only ,bit. 

When set, this bit indicates that the DLll interface 
,receiver is active. The bit is set at the center of the START 
bit which is the beginning of the input serial data from the, 
device and is· cleared by the leading edge ofRCVR DONE. 

Read-only bit; cleared by INIT or by RCVR DONE (bit 
07). 

This bit provides a receive capability for the reverse 
channel of a remote station. A space (+6V) is read as a 1. 
(A transmit capability is provided by bit 03.) 

Read-only bit; cleared by INIT. 

, Not applicable. 

This bit is set when an entire character has been received 
and is ready for transfer to the Unibus. When set; initiates 
an interrupt sequence provided RCVR INT ENB (bit 06) is 
also set. 

Cleared-whenever the receiver buffer (RBUF) is addressed 
or whenever RDR ENB (bit 00) is set. Also cleared by 
INIT. 

Read-only bit. 

When . set, allows an interrupt sequence to start when 
RCVR DONE{bit 07) sets. 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT. 

When set,allows an interrupt sequence to start when 
DATASET INT (bit 15) sets. 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT. 

Not applicable. 
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Bit 

03 

02 

01 

00 

Name 

SEC XMIT 
(Secondary Transmit 
or Supervisory 
Transmitted Data) 

REQTO SEND 
(Request to Send) 

DTR (Data 
Terminal Rea.dy) 

Option 

DLll-Eonly 

. DLll-E only 

DLlI-E only 

Meaning and Operation 

This bit provides a transmit capabili,ty for a ryverse channel 
of a remote station. When set, tral1smits a space (+6V). (A 
receive capability is provided by bit 10.) 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT. 

A control lead to the dataset which is required for 
transmissio.n. Ajumper ties this bit to REQ TO SEND ()r 
FORCE BUSY in the dataset. 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT. 

A control lead for the dataset communication channel. 
When set, permits connection to the channel. When clear, 
disconnects the interface from the channel. 

Read/write bit; must be cleared by the program, is not 
cleared by INIT. 

NOTE 
The state of this bit is not defined after power-up. 

RDRENB 
(Reader Enable ) 

15 14 13 

All 

11 

12 11 

10 9 

NOT USED 

When set, this bit advances the paper-tape reader in ASR 
Teletype units and clears the RCVRDONE bit {bit 07). 

This bit is cleared at the middle of a START bit which is 
the beginning of the serial input from an external device. 
Also cleared by INIT. 

8 

') 

Only the DLll-A and DLlI-C options connect to the 
20-rnA current loop. 

Write-only bit. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o 

RECEIVED DATA BITS 

a.DL11-C,D,E OPTIONS 

10 9 B 7 6 5 4 3 2 .0 

L-_____________ N_O~T_U_S~ED~ __ ~ __ --~--~~--------R-E-C-EI-V_ED __ DA_I_A_B_IT_S __________ ~I 
b.DL11-A,B OPTIONS 

11-1343 

Figure 4-2 Receiver Buffer Register (RBUF) - Bit Assignments· 
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Bit 

15 

14 

13 

12 

Name. 

ERROR (ErrQr) 

Option 

DLII-C,D,E 
only 

Meaning and Operation 

Used to indicate that an error condition is present. This bit 
is the logical OR of OR ERR, FR ERR, and P ERR (bits 
14, 13, and 12,respectively); Whenever one of these bits is 
set, it causes ERROR to set. This bit is not connected to 
the interrupt logic . 

. Read-only bit; cleared by removing the error-producing 
condition. 

NOTE 
Error indications remain present until the next character is . 
received, at which time the error bits are updated. INIT does 
not necessarily clear the error bits. 

OR ERR 
(Overrun Error) 

FRERR 
(Framing Error) 

PERR 
(Parity Error) 

. DL11-C,D,E 
only 

DL1l-C,D,E 
only 

DLll-C,D,E 
only 1_ 

When set, indicates that reading of the previously received 
character was not completed (RCVR DONE not cleared) 
prior to receiving a new character . 

• 
Read-only bit. Cleared in the same manner as ERROR (bit 
15). 

When set, indicates that the character that was ~ead had no 
valid STOP bit. 

Read-only bit. Cleared in the same rrianner as ERROR (bit 
15). 

When set, indicates that the parity received does not agree 
with the expected parity. This bit is always 0 if no parity is 
selected. 

Read-only bit. Cleared in the same manner as ERROR (bit 
15). 

11-08 Unused All Not applicable. 

07 -00 RECEIVED All 
DATA BITS 

Holds the character just read. If less than eight bits are 
selected, then the .buffer i~ right-justified into the least 
significant bit positions. In this case, the higher unused bit 

. or bits read as Os, 

Read~only bits; not cleared by INIT: 
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15 14 1.3 1~ 11. 10 9 8 5 4 3 

NOT USED NOT USED 

a. [)LJ.1~ C,~E OPTIONS 

14· . 13 12 11 10· 5 4 3 

NOT USED NOT .USED 

b.DL11-A,B OPTIONS , 
11-1344 

Figure 4-3 Tr~nsmitter Status Register (XCSR) - Bit Assignments 

Bit Name 

15-08 Unused 

07 

06 

XMITRDY 
(Transmitter 
Ready) 

XMITINT ENB 
(Transmitter 
Interrupt Enable) 

05-03· Unused 

02 MAINT 
(Maintenance) 

01 Unused 

00 BREAK 

15 14 13 12 

. Option 

All ' 

All 

All 

All 

All 

All 

DL11-C,D,E, 
only 

11 10 9 

NOT USED 

8 

Meaning and Operation 
( 

Not applicable. 

This bit is set when the transmitter buffer (XBUF) can 
accept another character. When set, it initiates an interrupt 
sequence provided XMIT INT ENB (bit 06) is also set. 

Read-only bit. Set by INIT. Cleared by loading the 
transmitter buffer. 

When set, allows an interrupt sequence tb start whenXMIT 
RDY (bit 07) sets~ 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT. 

Not applicable. 

Used for maintenance function. When set, disables the 
serial line input to the· receiver and connects the 
transmitter output to the receiver input which disconnects 
the external device input. It also forces the receiver to run 
at transmitter speed. 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT. 

Not applicable. 

When set, transmits a continuous space to the external 
device. 

Read/write bit; cleared by INIT. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o 

TRANSMITTER DATA BUFFER 

11-1345 

Figure 4-4 Transmitter Buffer Register (XBUF) - Bit Assignments , 
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Bit Name 

15-08 Unused 

07-00 TRANSMITTER 
DATA BUFFER 

4.3 INTERRUPTS 

Option 

All 

All 

Meaning and Operation 

Not applicable. 

Holds the character to be transferred to the external 
device, If less than eight bits are used, the character must 
be loaded so that it is right-justified into the least 
significant bits. 

Write-only bits. 

The DLII Interface uses BR interrupts to gain control of the bus to perform a vectored interrupt, thereby 

causing a branch to a handling routine. The DLll has two interrupt channels: one for the receiver section and 

one for the transmitter section. These two channels operate independently; however, if simultaneous interrupt 

requests occur, the receiver has priority .. In addition, the DLlI-E (datas~t option) receiver section handles 

multiple source interrupts. 

A transmitter interrupt can occur only if the interrupt enable bit (XMIT INT ENB) in the transmitter status 

register is set. With XMIJ INT ENB set, setting the transmitter ready (XMIT RDY) bit initiates an interrupt 

request. When XMIT RDY is set, it indicates that the transmitter buffer is empty and ready to accept another 

character from the bus for transfer to the external device. 

A receiver data internf~t can occur only if the interrupt enable (RCVR INT ENB) bit in th~ receiver status 

register is set. With RCVR INT ENB set, setting the receiver done (RCVR DONE) bit initiates an interrupt 

request. When RCVR DONE is set, it indicates that an entire character has been received and is ready for transfer 

to the bus. The additional interrupt request sources for the DLlI-E option are discussed in the following 
paragraphs, 

The receiver portion of the DLlI-E dataset option handles multiple source interrupts. One of the receiver 

interrupt circuits is activated by RCVR· INT ENB and RCVR DONE. The additional interrupt circuit can caus~ 

an interrupt only if the dataset interrupt enable bit (bit 05, DATASET INT ENB) in the receiver status register is 

set. With DATASET INT ENB set, setting the DATASET INT bit initiates an interrupt request. The DATASET 

INT bit can be set by one of four other bits: CAR DET, CLR TO SEND, SEC REC, or RING. 

When servicing an interrupt for one condition, if a second interrupt condition develops, a unique second 

interrupt, as well as all subsequent interrupts, may not occur. To prevent this, either all possible interrupt 

conditions should be checked after servicing one condition or both interrupt enable. bits (bits 05 and 06) should 

be cleared upon entry to the service routine for vector XXO and then set again at the end of service. 

The interrupt priority level is 4 for all options, with the receiver having a slightly higher priority than the 

transmitter in all cases. Note that the priority level can be changed with a priority plug. 

Floating vector addresses are used for all options and are assigned according to the method described in 

Paragraph 5,3. If the DL Il-A or B option is used as a console, then the vector address is 060. The vector address 

can be changed by jumpers in the interrupt control logic. 
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Any DEC programs 6r other software referring to the standard BR level or vector addresses must also be changed 

if the priority plug or'vector address is changed. ( 

4.4 TIMING CONSIDERATIONS 

When programming the DL 11' Asynchronous Line Interface, it is important to consider' timing of certain 

functions in order to use the system in the most efficient manner. Timing considerations for the receiver, 

transmitter, and break generation logic are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

4.4.1 Receiver 

The RCVR DONE flag (bit 07 in the RCSR) sets when the Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter 

(UART) has assembled a full character. This 9ccu~s at the middle of the first STOP bit. Bec~u~e the UART is 

double buffered, data remains valid until the next character is received and assembled. This pe~its one full 
character time for servicing the RCVR DONE flag. ' .. " '. " 

4.4.2 Transmitter 

The transmitter section of the UART is also double buffered. The XMIT Rpy flag (bit. 07 in theXCSR) is set 

after initialization. When the buffer (XBYF) is .loaded with the first, character from the bus, the flag clears but 

then sets again within a fraction of a bit time. A second character can then be loaded, whiCh clears the fl~g again. 

The flag then remains cleared for. nearly one full character time. 

4.4.3 Break Generation LQgic 

When the BREAK bit (bit 00 in the XCSR of DLlI-C, D, and E options) is set, it causes transmission. of a 
; .. . . . . . .. . . . . 

continuous space. Because the XMIT RDY flag continues to function normally, the duration of ' a break ca,n be 
,timed by the pseudo-transmission of a number of characters. However, because the transmitter se~tion of the 

UART is double buffered, a null character (all Os) should precede transmission of the break to ensure that the 
previous character clears the line. In a similar manp.er, the final pseudo-transmitted character in .the brea~ should 

be null. 

4.5 PROGRAM NOTES 

The following notes pertain to programming the DLlI interface and contain information that may lJe usefuUo 

the programmer. More detailed programming infoTInation is give~ in the Paper Tape Software'Program,mi~g 
Handbook, DEC-II-GGPB-D, and in the individu~I prog~am listings~ , 

a. Character Format - The character fOrnlats 'for the diff~rerit DUI options are 'given below. Note that 
when less than eight DATA bits are used, the character must be right-justified to the least significant bit. 
The character fomiat pertains to' both the receiver and thetianshlitter. 

1. DLll-A andB Options - A character consists of a START bit,eight DATA bits, and 1 or 2 STOP 
bits. 

f, . ; ;" .,'. . 'I 
2. DLll-C, D, and E Options - A character consists ofa START bit, five to eigh~ DATA bits, 1, 1.5, 

or 2 STOP bits and the option of PARITY (odd or even) or no parity. . 
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b. Maintenance Mode - The maintenance mode is selected by setting the MAINT bit (bit 02) in the XCSR. 
In this mode, the interface disables the nonnal input to the receiver and replaces it with the output of 
the transmitter. The programmer can then load various bits. into the transmitter and read them back 
from the receiver to verify proper operation of the DL 11 logic circuits. 

4.6 PROGRAM EXAMPLE 

The following is an example of a typical program that c~ be used as an echo program for a Type 103 dataset 

When a remote tenninal dials in, this program answers the call ~nd provides a. character-by-characterecho. 
Characters are also copied onto the console device. 
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"01'12r.0 
01/1~2~1/I ~0~167 11101616 

9J020Nl 
1111/1201"2 
t'l12l20",4 
IIJ12I20"'6 
01212010 
01212121~_2 

12102014 
01212iH6 
00<'020 

"'49109.10 
~2P1121"'0 
t:':lJ1'I2t'l1ll 
"!01"0f'1a 
('1002(3121 

"'0.20910 
1756~0 
H56~2 
175614 
175616 
1775"'4 
1775"6 
"'00000 
"'121 121121 9.! 121 

~01210!110 

002022 9105121'7 177752 

11102026 
0121211134 
e;020~6 
002044 

1111112052 
11102060 
:lJ02062 
1'J12I2070 
002014 
1'J02076 

002111'0 
1'J021!1'6 
002110 
(1)02116 
002120 

flJ021~6 
1110213'1 
1'J02136 

01112144 
""'2152 
002154 
1211112162 

~32777 ",4(1)12I~12I 177744 
0017 14 
iIl52777 9100002 177734 
11112767 t'J01'J005 177744 

iIl32777 
Pl 010 I'!., 
162767 
iIll/l56 67 
01111752 
i1'00765 

032777 
t'l0l.7 4 5 
032717 
1')01770 
"'17767 

7132"177 
0017'4 
011'>7 77 

"32777 
!/J0l774 
t'l16777 
",ilJlll7 4 6 

111201111'10 

(300001 
177722 

1'120000 

00021110 

177656 

000200 

171652 

t'l00UJ0 

1,71bH 

177720 

'-77730 

P7672 

1,77662 

177666 

177650 

177642 

177636 

177630 

(\, 

,:a20Q1 
START I JMP REGIN 

,SYMBOL DEFINITIO~S 

RING" 
CTS: 
RDONE: 
oTR: 
XRDY· 

RCS-R I 
RBUFI 
XCSRI 
XBUrl 
eXCSRI 
CXBUF'I 
BUFFER, 
DELAYI 

:>I4V'11!l(.l!0 
:>I2~000 
911211'1200 
(l!12I~0t'l2 

C!'M2el0 

,=212100 
n5610 
175612 
175614 
1.75616 
177564 
1. 77566 

'" 
'" 0' 

IBEGINNING OF ECHO PROGRAM 

BEGIN! CL,R 

I.OOP1; 

LOOP21 

L.OOP3; 

1.00P41 

L-OOP51 

BIT 
BEe: 
BIS 
MOV 

AIT 
BNE 
SUB 
S~c 
REO 
AR 

BIT 
REO 
BIT 
REO 
MOV 

BIT 
AEt:I 
~OV 

BIT 
BEO 
MOV 
BR 

I!IRCSR 

f.lRING,@RCSR 
L,OOP1 

,IIDTR,GlRCSR 
115, DrLAY 

IICTS,I!IRCSR 
1.00P3 
II1,DEI.AY+2 
oE!.AV 
BEGIN 
~OOP2 

IICTS,GlRCSR 
BEGIN 
IiIROONE,GlRCSR 
1.00P3 
I!IRBUF',BUf'F'P.R 

*XRDV,i!iXCS~ 

I.OOP4 
BUfFER,litl{BUf 

*XRDY,I!ICl/CSR 
1.00P5 
BUFfER"CXI'IUF 
1.00P~ 

0\ 

~-----'1- --~ . --------- U_ I 

iJOMP TO BEGINNING OF' PROGRAM 

BYT 14 OF RCSR, RING 
8fT 13 Of ReSR, CLEAR TO ~EAD 
8fT 01 Of ReSR, RECEIVER ~ONE 
BtT 0! OF ReSR, DAf. 'EAM!Nll. READY 
8!T 0' 0' XcSR, TRANSMI'TER READY 

CSR or RECEIVER 
BUF or RECEIVER 
CSR or rRANSMITTER 
BUF Of TRANSMITTER 
CSR or eONSOI.E TR4NSM1T'ER 
BUF Of CONSOI.E TRANSM!T'ER 
HOI.,OS C~.RAeTER ReCEIVE~ 
HOI.~S DELAY COUN~, HI~H ORDER 
HOLMS DELAY COUNT, LOW ORDER 

jSTART IV INITIALIZING ALL 81TS TO lERO 

JCHECK FOR INCOMING CALL 
IBRA~ICH I' PioiONE IS NOT I1I!NGINI'; 
"PHONE ISRINGING, sel' ANSWER WITIol DTR 
jSET UP COUNT FOR OELAY 

jCIolE~K FOR CI.EAR TO SEND 
iBRA~'CH H' ON 
"CHECK DELAY 
IDE'Cl'IEMENT A TWO .. WORO IN'f'E~ER 
iBRANCH IF WE HAVE WAI'E~ TOO lONG 
iBRANC~ ANO CONTINUE TO WAIT FOR CTS 

liS CHANNEL. STILL ESTABLIS~E~? 
iBRA~C~ IF CTS NOT PRESENT 
iC~E~K rOR RECEIVEO CH'R.C~ER 
iBRANC~ IF NO CH4R~C'ER ~E~EIVED 
jRrAn RECEIVED CHARAeT~R iNTO BurrER 

iCHECK FOR TRANSMI'TER REAOY 
iBRANCIol IF N~T READY 
iTRANSMIT CHARACTER TO R~MOTf TERMINAL 

iC~EeK rOR CONSOLE TRANSMI"tR REAOY 
iBRANC~ I' NOT RrAOY 
"TRANSMIT CHARACTER TO CONSOLE 
iBRANC~ AND WAIT FOR NEXT ~HIRACTER 

/\ 
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Sol INTRODUctION 

CHAPTER 5 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

L 

rhi~ chapter provides a detailed destription of the 0111 Asynchronous Line Interface. The discussions in this 

·chapter are s~pported by a complete set. of engineering drawin~s contained in a companion volume entitled 

DLJ1 Asynchronous Line Interface, Engineering Drawings. 

The complete DLll interface maybe divided int~ 11 functional areas; each of these areas is covered separately 

in. subsequent pl(ragraphs. TableS-l lists each functional unit, the option number to which it applies, and the 

general purpose of the unit, A description of the prime differences among options (baud rates, code, operation, 

etc.) is presented in Chapter 2. 

. Functional Unit Options' 

Selection Logic A-E 

Interrupt Logic A-E 

Register Logic A-E 

Table 5-1 

DL1l Functional Units 

Purpose 

Determines if the .DL1l interface has been selected for use 
and what type of operation (transmit or receive) has been 
selected. Permits selection of one of four internal registers 
and determines if the register is to perform an input or 
output function. 

Permits, the interface to gain bus control and perform a 
program interrupt. Either the receiver or transmitter can 
issue an interrupt request. The DLII-E option can issue a 
dataset' interrupt in addition to the two other interrupts. 
-Priority level of bus request (BR) line can be changed by 
the user. 

Four internal registers, addressable by the program, 
provide. data transfer, command and control,and status 
monitoring functions for the interface. Although all 
options have the same registers,the number of bits used 
may differ from option to option. However, bit positions 
of specific bits do not change. ' 

(continued on next page) 
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Functional Unit 

Transmitter 
Control Logic 

Receiver 
Control Logic 

Universal Asynchronous 
Receiver /Transmi tter 
(UART) 

Clock Logic 

Maintenance 
Mode Logic 

Break Generation 
Logic: 

EIA Logic 

Dataset Logic 

5.2 ADDRESS SELECTION 

Options 

A-E 

A-E 

A-E 

A-E 

C,D,E 

B,D,E 

Eonly 

Ta~e 5-1 (Cont) 
DU 1 Functional Units 

Purpose 

Provides necessary input control signals for the UART 
when it is used to convert parallel data from the bus to 
serial data required by the external device. Typical signals 
include: data strobe, clock frequency, and parity select. 

Provifles necessary input control signals for the UART 
when it is used to convert serial data to the parallel data 
required for transmission to the bus. Typical signals 
include: data enable, status word, and clock frequency. 

Performs the necessary seriaHQ"paralleI or.parallel-to-serial 
conversion on the data and supplies control . and e~or 
detecting bits. 

Determines the clock frequency and, therefore, the baud 
rates for the transmitter and receiver sections of the 
UA.RT.Eight baud rates are derived from ~. single crystal. 
One of four st<jmlard crystals is offered with the options. 

Performs a closed loop test of the DLll control logic by 
tying the serial output of the transmitter into the receiver· 

'input and forces the receiver clock to be the same 
frequency as the transmitter clock. 

Permits the transmission of a continuous space or "break." 
The duration of the break can be timed by the 
pseudo-transmission of a specific numbef'bf :characters. 

Provides necessary level converters for use with EIA levels. 

Provides full EIA dataset control. Monitors such dataset 
lines as RECEIVE DATA, SEC RECEIVE DATA: 
CARRIER DETECT, RING, and CLEAR TO 'SEND. 
Permits program to control TRANSMITTED DATA, 
DATA TERMINAL READY, REQUEST TO SEND, and 
SEC XMIT DATA. . 

The address selection logic (Drawing DL-5) decodes the incomjng address information from the bus and provides 

the signals that determine which register has been selected and whether it is to perform an input or output 

f~nction. Jumpers on the logic can be altered so that the module responds to any address within the range of 

r(774000 to 777777. Howeve:t:, .sta~dard addr~ssassignments for the various DLlI options normally fall within 

the ranges of 775610 to 776177 or 776500 to 776677. 
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The standard address assignments for allDLl l'optioris are listed in Table 5-2; Note that these addresses provide 

for 16addition~ units whertusing the DL11-A or B, :and3-1 additional units' when using the DLlI-C, D,orE. 

For the purpose of clarity, the following discussion assumes that a DLll~A is beingusedils a.Teletype (console) 

control. 

Whim the DLH-Aor DLll·B is to be used asa Teletype (console) control, jUmpers.are arranged so thilt the 

module responds only to standard device register addresses 777560, 777562, 777564, and 777566 Uumpers in 

bit positions 3 and 7). Although these addresses have been selected by DEC'as the standard assignments for the 

Option 

DLll~A orB 

DLlI-C, D, or E 

Table 5-2 

DUI Adilress Assignments' 

Unit 

Console 

Unit#f 

Unit #16 

Unit #1 

. . ' 

Unit #31 

Address 

777560 
777562 
777564 
777566 

776XXO 
776XX2' 
776XX4 
776XX6 

,J\ 

5~3 

776XXO 
776XX2 
776XX4 
776XX6 

77XXXO 
77XXX2 
77XXX4 
71XXX6 . 

77XXXO 
'77XXX2 
'77XXX4 
77XXX6 

Remarks: 

XX= SOfoI Unit #1 
5 1 for Unit#2 
52 for Unit #3' 

;1 

67 for Unit #16 

XXX = 561 for Unit #1 
'562fbr Unit#2 
' 563 for Unit #3 

617 for Unit #31 



DL 11 when used· as a Teletype control, the user may change the jumpers to any address desired. However, any ( .... 

MAINDEC program.or.other software that references these DLII standard assignments must also be modified 

accordingly if other than the standard assignments are used. 

The first five octal digits of the address (77756) indicate that the DLll has been selected as the device to be 

used. The final octal digit, consisting of .addr.ess lines A02, AO 1 ,.and AOO, determines which register has been 

selected and whether a word or byteoperatiori is to. be performed. The two mode control lines, COO and CO 1, 

determine whether the. selected registet is to perform an input or output operation (provided. the selected register 

is a read/write register). 

The address decoding is performed by a series of logic gates that provide the inputs to a 4-line to 10-line decoder 

circuit (7442 IC chip). Basically, the state of the four input lines provides a signal on one of the 10 output lines 

(only 7 of the 10 output lines are used in the DLll). A detailed schematic, truth table, and packaging diagram 
are provided in Appendix A. 

Three of the input lines (IC pins 15, 14, and 13) are true or false dependent on the state of input lines BUS AOl, 

BUS A02, and BUS C1, respectively. Lines BUS AOI and BUS A02 are used for selecting one of four registers 

and line BUS CI controls direction of data transfers; i.e., gate data to the bus (DATI, DATIP) or gate data from 

the bus (DATO, DATOB). The fourth input line (pin 12)is an address enable signal that must always be true in 

order for the .decoder to operate. This address enable signal is derived from a series of gates that are true when 

MSYN is present and when the address line conditions indicate that one of the four valid addresses is present on 

the bus, and when the Unibus cycle is not a DATOB to the odd byte (i.e., AOO=l, Cl=l, and CO=l) . 

. / 

Table 5-3 lists the input conditions required to select an appropriate output signal. Note that only one of these 

output signals can be present at any given time. 

5.2.1 Inputs 

A simplified block diagram of the address selection logiC is shown in Figure 5-1. Note that IN and OUT are 

always used with respect to the master (controlling) device. Thus, when the DLlI interface is used, an OUT 

transfer is a transfer of data out of the master (the processor) and into the interface. Similarly, an IN transfer is 

the operation of the interface furnishing data to the processor. 

The address selectiqn logic input signals consist of 18 address lines,A (17:00>; 2 bus control lines, C (1 :0); and 

a master synchronization (MSYN) line. The address selection logic decodes the incoming address as described 

below. This address format is shown in Figure 5-2. Note that all input gates are standard bus receivers. 

a. Lines AO I and A02 are decoded to select one of the four addressable de;vice registers. 

b. Line Cl is decoded to select either an input (DATI) or output (DATO) function. When line Cl is false, 
an input (read) operation is selected; when it is true, an output (write or load) operation is selected. 

c. Decoding ·of lines A (10:03) is determined by jumpers. When: a given line contains a jumper, the 
address logic searches for a 0 on that line; if there is no jumper, the logic searches for a 1. 

NOTE 
Connection of jumpers on the M7800 module is identical to 
~he method used on othetdevices which employ an MI05 
Address Selector Module~ 
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d. Address lines A (I 7: 11> must be all 1 s. This specifies an address within the top 8K byte address bounds 
for device registers. 

r 

e. Line AOO'is used for byte control in such a manner tnat no corttrolsignals are generated when a byte 
operation is performed on the high-order byte of any register. 

, AEBI 
DATA STROBE L 

ADDRESS SELECTION 
LOGIC 

I 
EEl I BUS I EJI 

CONTROL I 
BUS MSYN L BUS SSYN L 

BUS A17 L 

BUS A03L 

BUS AOO L 

BUS CO L 

BUS AOI L 
BUS A02 L 

-BUS. Cl L 

17 

I I 
I. 

EDI 

EE2 

ED2 

EK1 

EK2 

ECI 

ELI 

EPI 

ERI 

EN2 

EP2 

EUI 

EVI 

EU2 

EV2 

EH2 

EJi 

EHI 

EFI 

EF2 

16 

'j' 

I 

ADRS ENB 
Al0 INPUT 

GIITES 
A·9 _ 

AS 

.A7 

'A6 

A5 
_114:: 

I--A;.,3 
I , 
JUMPER FOR A 0, NO 

I JUMPER FOR A I, SEE 
NOTE BELOW 

12 IC7442 
DECODER. 

15 _.14 13 

.' ;, " 

1 
'2 

3 

4o-UNUSED 

!;i 

6 

7 

S ~UNUSED 
9 

t}UNUSED 
10 

11 

RCSR TO BUS} . 
R'BUFTO BUS .IN (READ) 

XCSR TO BUS 

BUS TO Rcs.R} 
BUS TORBUF 

BUS. TO XCSR.OUT (Yj'RITEI 

BUS· TO XBUF' . 

~ REG SEL H 

. NOTE' '. •. . . 
'Jumper configuration shown indicates standard address assignment when· ·used os teletype console 
coritrOI IOLli-A,B' Options) 

Figure 5:1 Ad.dress Selection Logic ~ Simplified Diagram 

'·.15 14 13 12. 11 10 9 

[ 1 I 
.6 7 4 6 5 

SELECTEO 6Y JUMPERS 

I 
T 

MUST BE. ALL Is 

DECODED FOR 1 OF 4 REGISTERS 

BYTE· CONTROL 

Figure 5~2 Interface Select Address Format 
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5.2.2 Outputs 

The address selection logic output signals that are u~ed permit selection of four 16-bit register~ and determine 

whether informafion is to be gated into or out of the master device. All of these output signals are lis,ted in Table 

5-3. 

The first three output signals listed in the table are used for reading (gating data into the master) three of the 

registers (RCSR, RBUF, andXCSR~.There is no ~ignal generated ~or the fourth register (XBUF) because it is a 

write-only register. 

Three of the remaining four signals are used for writing (gating data from the master) into three of the registers 

(RCSR, XCSR, and XBUF), Although the fourth register (RBUF) isa read-only register which ca1-111ot be loaded, 

a signal is still produced. However, this signal is not used as a true loading signal but, rather, is used to produce 

SEL 2 L which is necessary for compatability with the KLll. 

The address select~on lpgic also produces three other outputs: BUS SSYN L, DATA STROBE L, and SEL 2 L. 

The BUS SSYN'L signal is derived from MSYN and the address" line inputs and istheacknowledgfunent signal 
" -, ,- .. . , .c· 

that is returned to the master device approximately 400 ns after MSYN becomes true. , ' 

Decoder Pins 

Pin IS Pin 14 J'in13 
.. 

(AOl) (A02) , (Cl) 

0 0 
" 0 

I 0 0, 
0 1 0 
I I 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 ' 1 
0 1 1 
1 1 1 

Ta~le 5-3 

RegiSter Selection Signals 

Output Function Selected 

Pin 

1 Receiver status to bus 
2 . Receiver buffer t,o bus, 
3 Transmitter status to bus 
4 Not used 
5 Bus to receiver status 
6 Bus to 'receiver buffer 
7 Bus to transmitter status 
9 Bus to transmitter buffer 

Reg . '~us Cycle 

, 
.' 

RCSR DATI orDATIP 
RBUF DATI or DATIP 

" 

XCSR DATI or DATIP 
- -

RCSR DATO or DATOB* 
RBUF DATO or DATOB* 
XCSR DATO or DATOB* 
XBUF DATO or DATOB* 

*DATOB to low byte only (AOO = 0) 

NO~ES:. 1 .. There is no selection signal for transmitter buffer w/6us because the transmitter buffer (XBUF) is a' 
write-only register .. ' 

2. The bus to receiver buffer signal is used to produce a SEL 2 signalior KLII Teletype control 
compatability. This signal is not used to load the buffer because theRBUF is a read-only buffer. 

. ., . . 

3. Input pi~ i 2 is n~t shown since it must be true in all cases (address enable level)~ 

4. Only seven of the possible ten outputs are used in the DL1I. Output pins 4,10, and II are unused. 
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When the transmitter buffer' (XBUF) is addressed for loading, the address sele'ction logic produces the BUS TO 
XBUF output signal. This signal triggers a monostable multivibratCir that generates the DATA STROBE L pulse. 
This pulse strobes data froin the bus lines into the UART and is of sufficient duration to allow data lobe 
strobed into the UART. The DATA STROBE L pulse also inhibits the assertion of BUS SSYN L which ensures 

that the D lines remain stable during strobing. Operation of the UART is described in Paragraph 5.7. 

The -purpose of SEL 2 L is to reset the Teletype DONE flag. When the receiver buffer (RBUF) has been 

addressed for reading or writing, a signal triggers a monostable multivibrator that generates SEL 2 L. The SEL 2 
Lsignalbecomes RESET DATA AVAILABLE L which is applied to the UART.Thefunctionofthis signal is to 

reset the DATA AVAILABLE line which indicates that an entire character has been received (DONE flag 
function). 

5.3 INTERRUPT CONTROL 

The interrupt control logic (Drawing DL=6) permits the DLlI interface to gain control of the bus (become bus 

master) and perform an interrupt operation. Jumpers on the logic can be alt~redsothat the logic has ,a normal 

vector address Within the range of 000 to 776. However, the specific vector used with It particular DLlI is 
dependent on the DLlI option and its use within a system. 

The standard vector address assignments for all DLll options are listed in Table 5-4. Note that most of the 
vectors are "floating" and therefore, are assigned according to the addressing scheme given in Appendix B. For 
the purpose of clarity, the following discussion~assumes that a DLlI-A is being used asa Teletype (console) 

control. 

Table 5-4 

DLlI Vectors and Priority Levels 

DLII0ption Vector Address Priority Level 

DLlI-A orB 060 BR4 
(when used as a console) 064 

DLll-A orB Floating* BR4 
(additional units) 

DLlI-C, D; or E Floating* BR4 

* A floating vector address means that the initial vector is assigned according to a scheme that 
considers other PDP-II devices in a particular system. This addressing scheme is given in 
Appendix B. 

~he interrupt control logic consists of a dual-input request and grant acknowledge cirCUit for establishing b:us 

control. One input (referred .to as the A input) is cortnected,to the receiver section and provides a vector address 

of 060. The other input (referred to as the B input) is connected to the transmitter section and provides a vector 

address of 064. The two circuits operate independently; however, if simultaneous interrupt requests occur, the 
receiver section has priority over the transmitter section. 

NOTE 
The final octal digit of the vector address is not affected by 
the jumpers; therefore, regardless of the vector address 
selected by the jumpers, the final octal digit is always 0 for 
the re.ceiver arid 4 for the transmitter. 
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Figure 5-3 is a simplified diagram of the interrupt control logic. It is important to note that the DL ll-E option 

has the capability of handling multiple source interrupts in the receiver (A input) portion of the logic. In 

addition, the dataset interrupt (DATASET INT) signal can be set by anyone of several conditions such as RING, 

CARRIER, etc. In order to cover all interrupt logic, the remainder of this discussion assumes that a DL ll-E 

option is being used. 

DL -4 RCVR INT ENB (1) H 

DL-4 RCVR DONE H 
0 V8 FK1 BUS D08 L 

0 V7 FH1 BUS D07 L 

0 V6 FF2 BUS D06 L 
RCVR INT 

V5 FF1 BUS D05 L 

V4 FN2 BUS D04 L 

OV3 FL1 BUS D03 L. 
DL-4 DATASET INT (1) H 

FE2 BUS D02 L 
MASTER 
CONTROL _____ ~1~~~ 

BUS BG IN H~FB~l ___________ --~--------~r_-----; 
BUS SSYN LF '-'C'-!.l ___________________________ ~r_-----____e 

BUS NPRL~FJ~l ________________________________ ~r_------_<._~ 
N10 

DL-4 XMIT INT ENB (1) H-----------; 

DL-4 XMIT READY H-------i XMIT INT 

NOTES' 
1. Jumpers shown for use as Teletype contro., 
2. Jumper J6 can be removed to disable dataset interrupt request logic. 
3. Dataset interrupt available only on DL11-E option. 

11-1348 

Figure 5-3 Interrupt Control Logic - Simplified Diagram 

As shown in Figure 5-3, a receiver (or A input) interrupt request can be generated by the receiver (DLlI-A, B, C, 

or D options) or can be generated by either the receiver or the dataset (DLlI-E option). In either case, a RCVR 

INT signal is generated and sent to the master control logic which initiates the interrupt sequence. Jumper J6 on 

the DLlI-E option can be removed if the user desires to disable the dataset interrupt logic. 

The receiver interrupt logic is shown on drawing DL-4. When the receiver is issuing an interrupt request, two 

input signals must be high: RCVR INT ENB (1) and RCVR DONE. When a 1 is loaded into bit 06 of the receiver 

status register (RCSR), it sets the RCVR INT ENB flip-flop to produce RCVR INT ENB (1). This signal is 

applied to one leg of a 2-input AND gate as an enabling level. The second input to the gate is RCVR DONE 

which comes from the R DONE output line of the UART. When true, this line indicates that an entire character 

has been received, transferred to a holding register, and is ready for transfer to the bus. With the RCVR INT 

ENB (1) and RCVR DONE signals both true, the AND gate is qualified and RCVR INT is produced to initiate 

the interrupt sequence. A detailed explanation of UART operation is given in Paragraph 5.7. 

When the dataset is issuing an interrupt (DLlI-E option only), two different input signals must be high: 

DATASET INT ENB (1) and DATASET INT (1). When a 1 is loaded into bit 05 of the receiver status register 

(RCSR), it sets the DATASET INT ENB flip-flop to produce DATASET INT ENB (1). This signal is applied to 

one leg of a 2-input AND gate as an enabling level. The second input to the gate is DATASET INT (1). The logic 

that generates this signal is shown on Drawing DL-7 and described in Paragraph 5 .4.1.~. Basically, the signal is 
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generated by a flip-flop that is direct set When . any one of the following dataset signals is, asserted: RING, 
CARRIER, CLR TO SEND, or SEC REC DATA. When this flip-flop sets, DATASET INT (1) is produced,the 
ANI) gate is qualified, and RCVR INT is generated as before to initiate an interrupt seqUence, 

The receiver (or A input) section of the interrupt control logic is used to gain control of the bus. When RCVR 

IN! H is asserted, a ~usrequest jsmade on the BR level corresponding to the level of the pbority plug in the 
logic. The standard level for all DLII options is BR4. This level may be changed on the priority plug, if desired. 
When the priority arbitration logic in the processor recognizes the request an~ issues a bus grant signal, the 
interrupt control circuit acknowledges with a SACK signal. When the DLlI interface has fulfilled all 
requirements to become bus master (BBSY false, SSYN false, and BG false), the interrupt control logic asserts 
BBSY. . 

The transmitter (or B input) section of the interrupt control logic operates in a similar manner to that of the 

receiver section (or A input). In this case, the two input signals that must be high are: XMIT INT ENB (1) and 
XMIT READY. When a 1 is loaded into bit 06 of the transmitter status regi~ter (XCSR), it se.tsthe XMIT INT 

ENB flip-flop to produce XMIT INT ENB (1). This signal is applied to one leg ofa 2-inputAND gate as an 
enabling level. The second. input to the gate is XMIT READY which ~omes from the XRDY (transmitter ready) 

output line of the UART. When true, this line indicates that another'eharacter may be loaded into the UART 

holding register. With the xMIT INT ENB (1) and XMIT READY signals both true, the AND gate is qualified 
and XMIT INT is produced to initiate an interrupt sequence. A detailed explanation of UART operatIon is' given 

in Paragraph 5.7. 

The transmitter control interrupt logic functions in an identical manner to the receiver control interrupt logic 
except that it generates a different vector address. Although both the receiver and the transmitter are at the same 
BR level (for exampie, both afBR4), the receiver has a slightly higher priority. 

Once the DLlI interface has . gained control by means of aBR request, an: interrupt is generated. The interrupt 
vector address is selected by jumperson the logic as shown in Figure 5-3. Becaus~ the vector is a 2-word (4-byte) 

block, it is not necessary to assert the states of bits 00. and 01. 

The six selectable (jumpered) lines determine the two most significant octal digits of the vector address. The 

least significant octal digit is controlled by bit 02 so that all vector addresses end in either 0 or 4. The input to 

bit 02 is tied to the V2 flip-flop logic. Whenever an interrupt occurs in the receiver section, bus line D02 is not 

asserted, and the interrupt causes a vector at location 060 (or XXO where XX refers to the digits selected by the 

junipers). When an interrupt occurs in the transmitter control, bus line D02 is asserted, and the interrupt causes a 
vector at location 064 (orXX4). Note that the first two digits can be changed by the jampeis but the last digit is 

always either 0 or 4. 

The BG IN signal is allowed to pass through the logic to BUS· BG OUT when the interface is not issuing a 
I ' .' • 

request. To request bus use, the AND condition of interrupt enable and interrupt must be satisfied (I.e., RCVR 
INT ENB and RCVR DONE, or DATASET INT ENB and DATASET INT, or XMIT INT ENB andXMIT 
READY). Both levels must remain true until the interrupt service ro:utine clears one of them. Once bus control 
has been attained, it is released when the processor has strobed in the interrupt vector. After releasing bus 
control, the logic inhibits further bds requests even if the interrupt and interrupt enable levels remain asserted. In 
order to make another bus request, one of the two levels must be dropped and then reasserted to cause the logic 
to reassert the request line. This prevents multiple interrupts when the control logic is used to generate 
interrupts. 
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In the case of the DLlI-E option, the receiver section handles a multiple source interrupt (RCVR DONE and 

DATASET INT). In addition, .DATASET INT can be caused by one of many conditions (RING, CARRIER; 

etc.). If the program is servicing an interrupt for one condition and a second interrupt condition develops, it is 

possible that this second, and subsequent, interrupt may not occur. In order to prevent this, all possible interrupt 

conditions should be checked after servicing a specific condition. An alternative solution is to clear both 

interrupt enable bits (05 and 06) upon entry to the service routine for vector XXO and reset the bits at the end 
of the service routine. 

Note that the interrupt control logic used in the DLll interface is not capable of issuing NPR requests. 

In order to improve NPR latency, the NPR line is sampled and prevents an interrupt request until all NPRs have 

been honored. The sampling of the NPR line is controlled by a jumper (N1) on the DL11 interface module. 

SA REGISTERS 

CAUTION 
Only certain PDP-II processors can work with the special 
circuit described above. The jumper (Nl) on the module, 
when cut, prevents this special circuit from working. This 
circuit does not work on PDP-llj20 and PDP-l1/lS systems 
unless the KHll has been included. 

All software control of the DL11 Asynchronous Line Interface is performed by four device registers. These 

registers are assigned Unibus addresses and can be read or loaded with any PDP-II instruction that refers to their 

address (with certain exceptions such as loadconly, read-only, or unused bits). Table 5-5 lists these registers and 

the function of each. Subsequent paragraphs discuss each of the registers from a hardware standpoint. A 

discussion of the registers from a programming standpoint is presented in Chapter 4. 

NOTE 
Although the basic function of each register :is identical for 
all DLl1 options, certain bit positions and functions may not 
be used from option to 'option. Therefore, the following 
paragraphs cover all. possible bit positions a,nd indicate which 
options they pertain to. 

SA.l Receiver Status Register (RCSR) 

The receiver status register (RCSR) is used to monitor the status of receiver logic operation when the DL 11 

accepts a character and is used to initiate interrupt sequences. 

The receiver status r\egisters in the DL 11-A and C options include a reader enable (RDR ENB) bit that is used to 

advance the paper-tape reader in an ASR Teletype Unit. 

The receiver status register in the DL 11-E option includes nine additional bits for use with datasets, 

Each of the bits (for all options) is discussed separately in the following paragraphs, beginning with the most 

significant bit. Any bit that is not applicable to all DLlI options is so specified. 
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Register 

Receiver Status Register 

Receiver Buffer Register 

Transmitter Status Register 

Transmitter Buffer Register 

Table 5·5 
Device Register Functions 

Mnemonic 

RCSR 

RBUF 

XCSR 

XBUF 

Function 

Provides detailed information on the status of theDLll 
receiver logic. Status information· includes such flags as 
receiver active (RCVR ACT) and receiver done (RCVR 
DONE). Also includes the interrupt enable bit that can be 
used to initiate interrupt sequences when RCVR DONE 
sets. 

The DLlI-E status register contains additional status and 
interrupt enable- bits for use with datasets. Status bits 
include such information as carrier detection, ring, 
secondary transmitter, and clear to send. 

Holds the character received from the external device prior 
to transfer to the Unibus. The format of the character is 
dependent on the specificbLlI option used. 

The receiver buffer in the DLII-C, D, and E options also 
includes four error bits that are set if a corresponding error 
condition arises during reading of a character from the 
device. 

Provides the interrupt enable bitand the transmitter ready 
(XMIT RDY) flag so that transmitter logic can be 
monitored and an interrupt sequence Initiated, if desired. 

Provides the maintenance bit which can be set. under 
program control to use the' maintenance mode of 
operation. 

The DLII-C, D, and E options also include a BREAK bit 
for contInuous generation of a space. 

Holds the character to be transferred to the external 
device. Format" of this data is dependent on the specific 
DLlI option used. 

5.4.1.1 Dataset Interrupt Bit (15) - The dataset interrupt (DATASET INT) bit, available only on the DLII-E 
option, indicates that a dataset signalhas made a transition. An interrupt sequence is initiated provided the 
DATASET INT ENB bit (bit 05) is also set. The DATASET INT bit is controlled by a flip-flop that is set 
whenever RING, CARRIER, CLEAR TO$END, or SEC REC DATA signals from the dataset change states. 

The DATASET INT flip-flop (Drawing DL-7) is direct set by the output oLone of four series of gates; each st;lries 

of gates is tied to one of four signals from the dataset. The first series of gates is qualifeid by a RING signal from 

the dataset. Note that the initial gate has a differentiating circuit connected in such a way that the gate is 

qualified only when the RING signal changes from 0 to 1. The remaining three series of gates function similarly 
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except that a delay circuit is connected in such a way that the input gate is qualified on either a 0 to 1 or 1 to 0 

transition of the input signal. The three dataset signals to these three series of gates are: CARRIER, CLEAR TO 

SEND, and SEC REC DATA. 

When the DATASET INT flip~flop is set, it produces a DATASET INT H signal which is applied to the. interrupt 

control logic (Paragraph 5.3). The signal is also applied to a bus driver for BUS DIS L (Drawing DL-2) so that 

the status of the bit can be read by the program. 

The DATASET INT flip-flop is cleared whenever the receiver status register is read because of the RCSR TO 

BUS signal at the clock input. Because the flip-flop is cleared when it is read, bit 15 is, in effect, a read-once bit. 
The flip~flop may also be cleared by an·initialize (BINIT) signal. 

, . 
5.4.1.2 Diltaset Status Bits 04, 13, 12, and 10) - These four bits are available only on the DL11-E option and 

indicate the status of the dataset. All four bits (RING, CLEAR TO SEND, CARRIER, and SEC REC DATA) 

operate in a similar manner and when set, set the DATASET INT bit as described in Paragraph 5.4.1.1. 

The RING bit indicates that a ringing signal is being received from the dataset. The RING signal from the dataset 
qualifies a series of gates (Drawing DL-7) whenever it changes from 0 to 1. The output of the gates direct sets the 

DATASET INT flip-flop and is also applied to a bus driver for BUS Dl4 L (Drawing DL-2) so that the status of 

the bit can be monitored by the program. 

The remaining three dataset signals operate similarly except that the related gates are qualified when the signal 

from the dataset changes from 0 to 1 or from 1 to O. Qualifying the gates sets the DATASET INT flip-flop and 

applies the appropriate signal to a related bus driver for reading by the program. 

TheCLR TO SEND bit (bit 13).is activated by the CLEAR TO SEND signal from the dataset. When the related 

gates are qualified, the bit is set to indicate an ON condition; when not qualified, the bit is clear to indicate an 

OFF condition. 

The CAR DET bit (bit 12) is activated by the CARRIER signal from the dataset and the related gates are 

qualified (bit set) when the data cartier is received. When the gates are not qualified (bit clear), it indicates that 

the dataset has either completed the current transmission or that an error condition exists in the dataset. 

The SEC REC bit (bit 10) is activated by the SEC REC DATA signal from the dataset to provide a receive 

capability for the reverse channel of a remote station. Whfm the related gates are qualified (bit set), it indicates a 
space (+6V). 

5.4.1.3 Receiver Done (07) - The receiver done (RCVR DONE) flag, which is available on all options, indicates 

that a full character has been received. This bit, when set, clears the receiver active (RCVR ACT) flag and 
initiates an interrupt sequence provided the associated interrupt enable bit (RCVR INT ENB bit 06) is also set. 

Once an entire character has been received arid. is stored in the UART holding register, the UART issues a 
received data available (R DONE) signal (Drawing DL-4) which is inverted and fed to the direct clear input of the 

RCVR ACT flip-flop to clear it, thereby indicating that the receiver is no longer in use'and is 'capable of receiving 

a new characte'r: 
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The output of the inverter passes through another inverter to become RCVR DONE H. This signal is ANDed 

with RCVR INT ENB (1) H, which is true if bit 06 is set, to produce the RCVR INT H signal that initiates an 
interrupt sequence· as described in Paragraph 5.3. The RCVR DONE H signal is also ANDed with RCSR TO BUS 

H (Drawing DL-2) so that the status of the RCVR DONE bit can be read by the program from.bus data line BUS 
D07. 

The RCVR DONE flag can be cleared by INIT or by the occurrence of RESET DATA AVAILABLE L. This 

sigmil i ocCurs under one of two conditions. Whenever the reader buffer (RBUF) is addressed;.'indicating that a 

new character is to be' loaded into the receiver, SEL2 L is true and passes through an OR gate to ,produce 
RESET DATA AVAILABLE L. This signal is applied to the CLR R DONE line of the UART, causing the R 

DONE tine to reset, thereby resetting RCVR DONE. 

If the reader enable (RDR ENB) flip-flop is set, indicating that the tape reader in a Teletype unit is being 
advanced, then the 0 side is low and passes through the same OR gate as before to reset RCVR DONE. 

5.4.1.4 Receiver Interrupt Enable (06) ~ The receiver interrupt enable bit (RCVR INT ENB) permits an 
interrupt sequence to be initiated, when the RCVR DONE bit sets, to indicate that a character has been received 
and is ready for transfer to the Unibus. This bit is set by using the BUS TO RCSR H signal as a load pulse to load 
a 1 from bus line BD06 H into the RCVR INT ENB flip-flop (Drawing DL·4). Note that this flip~flopis shown 
on the drawing as a 74175 IC chip. This chip is basically four D-type flip-flops with commoh clock and clear 
inputs. A schematic of this IC is shown in AppendixA. 

The output of the flip-flop, RCVR INTENB (1) H, is applied to one leg of a 2-input AND gate. The other input 
to this AND gate is the RCVR DQNE H signal which is produced when the receiver has stored a full character of 
data. When both inputs to the ~ND gate are true, the RCVR INT H signal is produced and is applied to the 

interrupt control logic (Paragraph 5.3) to initiate the interrupt sequence. 

The RCVR INTENB (1) H signal is also ANDed with RCSR TO BUS H so thatthe program can read the status 

of this bit position from bus data line BUS D06. 

The RCVR INT ENB flip.flop is cleared by BINIT L. 

5.4.1.5 Dataset Interrupt Enable (05) ~ The dataset interrupt enable bitCDATASETINT ENB), which is only 
available on the DLlI-E option, permits an interrupt sequence to be initiated when the DATASET INT bit sets 
to indicate tliat the dataset is interrupting the program: This bit is set by using the BUS TO RCSR H signal as a . 
load pulse to load a 1 from bus line BUS DOS H into the DATASET INT flip-flop (Drawing DL.4). This flip-flop 
is pal} of a 74175 Ie chip. The chip contains four D-type flip-flops with common clock and clear inputs. A 

schematic of this IC is shown in Appendix A. 

The DATASET INT ENB (1) H output of the flip-flop is applied to one leg of a 2-input AND gate. The other 
input to this gate is the DATASET INT H signal which is produced when the dataset attempts to interrupt the 
program. When both inputs to the gate are true, the RCVR INT H signal is produced ,and is applied to the 
interrupt control logic (Paragraph 5.3) to initiate the interrupt request. Generation of DATASET INT is 

, described in Paragraph 5.4.1. L 

The DATASET INT ENB (1) H signal is also ANDed with RCSR TO BUS H (Drawing DL-2) so that the program 
can read the status of this bit position from bus data line BUS DOS. 



The DATASET INT ENB flip-flop is cleared by BINIT L. 

5.4.1.6 Secondary Transmit (03) - The secondary transmit (SEC xMIT) bit, which is also referred to as 

supervisory transmitted data, provides a transmit capability for a' reverse channel of a remote station and is 

available only on the DL1l-E option. 

The SEC XMIT bit is set by using the BUS TO RCSR H signal as.a load pulse to load a 1 from bus line BD03 H 

into the SEC XMIT ,flip-flop (Drawing DL'4). Note that this flip-flop is part of a 74175 IC chip which contains 

four D-type flip~flops with common clock and clear inputs. Ascheinatic of this IC is shown in Appendix A. 

The SEC XMIT (1) output of the flip-flop is applied to an EIA driver (Drawing DL-7) which provides the +6V 

level ryquired by the dataset. This 6V level is connected to pin FF of the Berg connector (EIA SEC TRANSMIT 

DATA). 

The SEC XMIT (1) output of the flip-flop is also ANDed with RCSR TO BUS H (Drawing DL-2) so that the 

program can read the status of this bit position from bus data line BUS D03. 

The SBCXMIT flip-flop is clearedbyBINIT L. 

504.1.7 Request To Send (02) :- The request to send (REQ TO SEND) bit is a control bit for the dataset and is 

required for transmission. This bit is only available on the DL1l-E option. 

The REQ TO SEND bit is set by using the BUS. TO RCSR H signal as a load pulse to load a 1 from bus line BD02 

H into the REQ TO SEND flip-flop (Drawing DL-4). Note that this flip-flop is part of a 74175 IC chip which 

contains four D-type . flip-flops with common clock and clear inputs. A schematic of this .IC is shown in 

Appendix A. 

The REQ TO SEND (1) output of the flip-flop is applied to an EIA driver (Drawing' DL-7) which provides the 

+6V and -6V levels required by the dataset. The 6V output of the EIA driver is connected either to pin V oOhe, 

Berg connector (EIA REQ TO SEND) or to pin C (EIA FORCE BUSY) depending on whether jumper J 1 or J2 is 

installed in the module. Normally, jumper J1 is connected to provide an EIA REQ TO SEND level. However, on 

certain modems, an EIA FORCE BUSY signal is sometimes required. In this case, jumper J2 is installed. Note 

that either J lor J2 is present, but never both. 

The REQ TO SEND(1) output of the flip-flop is also'ANDedwith RCSR TO BUS H (Drawing J)Lc2) so that the 

program can read the status of this bit position from bus data line BUS D02. 

The REQ TO SEND flip-flop is cleared by BINIT L. 

5.4.1.8 Data Terminal Ready (01) - The data terminal ready (DTR) bit is a control bit for the dataset and 

permits the interface to be .connected to (bit set) or disconnected from (bit clear) the dataset,'Communication 

channel. This bit isenly available;on the DLll-E option..) 

The DTR bit is set or cleared by using the BUS TO RCSR H signal as a load pulse to load either a 1 or 0 from 

bus line BUS DOl into the DTR flip-flop (Drawing DL-4).If a 0 is loaded, the flip-flop is cleared, and the 

interface is dis<;onnectedfrQID the dataset communication channel.' 
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If a 1 is loaded into the flipcflop, the flip-flop is set and produces DATA TERMINAL READY (1) which is 

applied to an EIA driver (Drawing DL-7) that provides the +6V level required by the dataset. This level (EIA 

DATA TERMINAL READY) is fed through Berg connector pin DD to the dataset; thereby establishing a data , 
communication channel between the dataset and the DLII interface. 

The DATA TERMINAL READY (1) output of the flip-flop is also ANDed with RCSR TO BUS H (Drawing 

DL-2) so that the program can read the status of this bit position from bus data line BUS DOL 

NOTE 
The BINIT Lsignal has no effect on the DTR flip-flop. This 
flip-flop can only be cleared by the program. by loading a 0 
into bit position 01. Therefore, the DTR flip-flop is not 
cleared when the START key is depressed, a RESET 
instruction is .issued, or a power-up condition occurs. 

5.4.1.9 Reader Enable (00) - The reader enable (RDR ENB) bit, when set, advances the paper-tape reader in 

ASR Teletype units and is available on all options; however; only the DLlI-A and DLll-C options connect to 

the 20 rnA output circuit. The BDOO H signal, whichjs derived from receiving BUS DOD L, is applied to the data 

input of the RDR ENB flip-flop (Drawing DL-4); the clock input receives the loading signal,BUS TO RCSR H. 

When the flip-flop is set, theRDR ENB (1) H output is applied to pin PP of the Berg connector (Drawing DL-3) 

for application to the Teletype unit. The 0 side of the flip~flop, which is now low, is gated through an OR gate 

(Drawing DL-4) to produce RESET DATA AVAILABLE L which resets the RCVR DONE flag as described in 

Paragt:aph 5.4.1.3. 

The RDR ENB bit is a write-only bit; it cannot be read by the program. 

Whenever the Teletype starts sending data to the interface, the RDR ENB bit isc1eared so that the Teletype 

reader does not advance another frame while it is transmitting information to the DL 11. 

The serial input data (SI H) from the Teletype is fed to a 4-bit shift register (Ie 8271) asshQwn on Drawing 

DL-4. The four output lines of this shift register (which is referred to as the "START bit detector") are 

connected to a series of gates that are qualified when the START bit enters the register. Actually, the lines are 

not qualified until the middle of the START bit enters the register. This ensures sufficient time to guarantee a 

valid START bit. When qualified, the gates produce RESET RDR ENB L which direct clears the RDR ENB 
flip-flop. 

The RESET RDR ENB L signal is also applied through an inverter to the RCVR ACT flipcflop, thereby setting it 

to indicate that the interface is now receiving data and the receiver logic circuits are in use. 

The RDR ENB flip-flop can also be cleared by BINlT L. 

5.4.2 Receiver Buffer Register (RBUF) 

The receiver buffer (RBUF) is an 8-bit read-only register in the UART. Serial information is converted to parallel 

data by theUART and then gated to .the Unibus. The RBUF consists of gating logic rather than a flip-flop , .. 

register; therefore, the data output lines from the UART must be held until read onto the bus. Because the 

UART is double-buffered, data on these output lines is valid until the next character is received and assembled. 

The RBUF register is read by a DATI sequence and the data is transmitted to the Unibus for transfer to the 

processor, memory, or some other PDPcll device. 
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The low-order byte portion of the register is identical for all DLll options and is only used for holding data. If, 

however, a variable data format is used, the buffer is justified into the least significant bit positions. This 

justification is performed by the. UART. The data loaded into the buffer is coded so that binary Os correspond to 

spaces and binary Is correspond to marks (or holes). 

The four most significant bits in the high-order byte portion of the register are used for error indications on the 

DLlI-C, D, and E options only. 

The four error bits and the data portion of the receiver buffer register are covered separately in the following 

paragraphs. 

5.4.2.1 Receiver Error Bits ~ The high-order byte of the receiver buffer register (RBUF) contains f~ur error bits 

that set to indicate improper receiver operation. These bits are available only on the DLlI-C, D, and E options. 

Three of the four error bits ate generated by the UART as follows: ' 

a; OR ERROR (overrun error; bit 14) ~ Indicates that R DONE was not reset (previously received 
character was not read) prior to receiving a new character. When this condition exists, the UART 
generates an OR ERR H signal. 

b. FR ERR (framing error, bit 13) ~ Indicates that a framing error is present because the character read 
had no valid STOP bit. When this condition exists, the UART generates an FR ERR H signal. 

c. P ERR (parity error, bit 12) ~ Indicates that the parity received does not agree with the expected 
parity. If parity has been selected and this condition exists, the UART generates a P ERR H signal. 

Bit 15, which is the error (ERROR) bit, is the inclusive-OR ofthe OR ERR, FR ERR, and P ERR bits. Whenever 

one of these errors occurs, the appropriate signal from the UART (OR ERR H, FR ERR H, or P ERR H) passes 

through an inverter and qualifies an OR gate (Drawing DL-2). The output of the OR gate is ERROR H. Each of 

the four error signals (ERROR H, OR ERR H, FR ERR H, and P ERR H) qualifies one leg of an associated 

2-input AND gate. The other leg is qualified by RBUF TO BUS L which is true when the receiver buffer is 

addressed for read.ing. The output of each, AND gate is tied to an associated bus data line (BUS DIS, BUS D14, 

BUS D 13, and BUS D 12) so that the status of each error bit can be monitored by the program. 

It should be noted that none of the error bits is tied to the interrupt logic. Therefore, occurrence o,ta receiver 

error does not cause the program to be interrupted for a branch to a handling routine. However, these flags are 

updated each, time a character is received, at which point an interrupt may occur by means of R DONE. 

The initialize signal (BINIT) may have an effect on these bit positions depending on the UART used. A bit is 

cleared by clearing the error-producing condition. When the next character is received by the UART, the error 

bits are updated and the new status is available when the receiver buffer register is read. 

5.4.2.2 . Receiver Data Bits ~ The receiver buffer register is not a flip-flop register but consists siinply of gates 

that strobe data from the output lines of the UART to the Unibus. The UART receives the incoming serial data 

from the external device, converts it to parallel data, and places it on eight parallel output lines. Each of these 

lines (RDO through RD7) is fed to one leg of an AND gate as shown on Drawing DL-2. When the receiver buffer 

is addressed for reading (RBUF TO BUS H is true), the levels on these lines are gated throu~ to bus data lines 

BUS DOO through BUS D07. 
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Figure 5-4 is a simplified diagram of both receiver and transmitter gating logic showing a single bit position. 

When the receiver gating is used,the output of the UART is gated through to the Unibus. When the transmitter, 

is used, data from the Unibus is gated through to the transmitter inputs of the UART. 

The receiver buffer can onlybe read by the program, it is loaded by the UART. Note that the initialize signal 

(BINIT) has no effect on this register; 

RBUF TO BUS H 
~~--~--------------~----------~+-----BUS004L 

B004 H OB4 R04 R04 H 

UART 

11-1349' 

Figure 54 :RBUF and XBUF Gating Logic - Simplified Diagram (one bit position) 

5.4.3 Transmitter Status Register (XCSR) 

The transmitter status register (XCSR) consists of control and statusm~nitoring bits for the transmitter portion 
of the DLll interface. 

All DLl1 options contain two bits associated with transmitter operation: a transmitter ready flag to indicate 

that the transmitter buffer can be loaded, and an interrupt enable to allow the transmitter to initiate an interrupt 

sequence. Both of these bits are described in subsequent paragraphs. 

A maintenance (MAINT), bit is also included in all options ,so that a closed loop test of DL 11 interface operation 

can 'be performed. The maintenance function is covered in detail in Paragraph 5.9. 

A BREAK bit (bit 00) is available only on the DLl1-C; D, and E options andperl1lits transmission of a 

continuous space to the external device. This logic is described in Paragraph 5.10. 

5.4.3.1 Transmitter Ready (07) - The transmitter ready (XMIT RDY) flag, which. is available on a11DLll 
options, indicates that the transmitter buffer (XBUF) is ready to accept another character from the Unibus for 
transfer to the external device. This bit, when set, initiates an interrupt sequence, provided the associated 
interrupt enable bit (XMIT INT ENB bit 06) is also set. 

This bit is controlled by the XRDY output of the UART which indicates that the transmitter buffer is empty. It 
is set by the initialize signal (BINIT) to indicate that the data bits' ho}djngregister within the UART l1lay be 
loaded with another character. It is also set whenever the holding register is empty. Once loading, of the 
transmitter buffer begins, this bit is cleared. The XRDY output of the UARTisgated to produce the XMIT 

READY H flag. 
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As shown .on Drawing DL-4, the XMIT READY H signal is ANDed with XMIT INT ENB (1) H, which is true if 

bit 06 is set, to produce the XMIT INT H signal that initiates an interrupt sequence as described in Paragraph 

5.3. The interrupt sequence allows the program to branch to a handling routine for loading a character for 

transmission to the external device. 

The XMIT READY H signal is also ANDed with XCSR TO BUS H (Drawing DL-2)so that the. status of the 

XMIT READY flag can be read by the program from bus data line BUS D07. 

5.4.3.2 Transmitter Interrupt Enable (06) - The transmitter interrupt enable bit (XMIT INT ENB) permits an 

interrupt sequence to be initiated when the XMIT RDY bit sets to indicate that the transmitter buffer can accept 

another character from the Unibus. This bit is set by using the BUS TO XCSR H signal as a load pulse to load a I 

from bus line BD06 H into the XMIT INT ENB flip-flop (Drawing DL-4). Note that this flip-flop is shown on the 

drawing as part of a 74175 IC chip. This chip is basically four D-type flip-flops with common clock and clear 

inputs. A schematic of this IC is shown in Appendix A. 

The output of the flip-flop, XMITINT ENB (1) H, is applied to one leg of a 2-input AND gate. The other input 

to this AND gate is the XMIT READY H signal which is produced when the transmitter buffer is clear and 

capable of receiving a character from the bus. When both inputs to the gate are true, the XMIT INT H signal is 

produced and is applied to the interrupt control logic (Paragraph 5.3) to initiate the interrupt sequence. 

As shown on Drawing DL-2, the XMIT INT ENB (1) H signal is also ANDed with XCSR TO BUS H so that the 

program can read the status of this bit position from bus data line BUS D06. 

The XMIT INT ENB flip-flop is cleared by BINIT L. 

5.4.4 Transmitter Buffer Register (XBUF) 

The transmitter buffer (XBUF) is an 8-bit write-only register that receives the parallel character from the Unibus 

and loads it into the UART for serial conversion and transmission. 

Although this buffer is identical for all DL11 options, some options may function with a variable code format of 

less than eight data bits. In these cases, the data character must be justified into the least significant bit positions 

by the program. Bit positions within the UART itself are enabled or disabled according to the format code 

employed by a specific option. Thus, for example, if a 5-bit code format is used, bit positions 5, 6, and 7 are 

disabled in the format. If the program does not justify the character and it is loaded into the most significant bit 

positions,data loaded into bits 5, 6, and 7 would be lost. 

When the interface is initialized, the XMIT RDY flag is set to indicate that the XBUF can be loaded. When the 

buffer is loaded with the first character, the flag clears and then sets again within a fraction of a bit time. A 

second character can then be loaded because the UART transmitter section is double-buffered. When the second 

character is loaded, the flag dears again but this time remains clear for nearly a full character time. 

The transmitter buffer (Drawing DL-2) is not a flip-flop register but consists simply of a series of gates that 

strobe data from the Unibus lines to the input lines of the UART. Transfer of data is accomplished by a DATO 

or DATOB bus cycle. 
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The character to be transmitted to the deviCe is loaded onto bus data lines BUS D07 through BUS DOO arid gated 
to the UART input lines as BD07 through BDOO. Once on the input lines, the data is strobed into the UART by 

the DATA STROBE L signal which is derived from the BUSTO XBUF signal that occurs when the transmitter 

buffer is addressed for loading. 

Figure 5-4 is a simplified diagram of both receiver and transmitter gating logic showing a single bit position. 

Loading of the transmitter buffer is such that a logic 1 causes a mark (or hole) to be transmitted and a logic 0 

causes a space. 

The UART also generates two signals associated with transmitter buffer operation. An XRDY (lndicating 

transmitter buffer is empty) signal is generated when the UART can be loaded with another character. This 
signal is the XMIT' RDY flag described in Paragraph 5.4.3.1. The second signal is EOC (end of character) which 
goes high after a full character has been transmitted to the device. It is used to generate the humber of STOP bits 
required by a specific option and is described more fully in Paragraph 5.8. 

5.5 TRANSMIITER CONTROL LOGIC 

Thtl transmitter control logic provides the necessary input, control, and output logic for the DART when it is 
used tocohvert parallel data from the Unibus to the serial data required for output. Thk logic may be divided 
into three functional areas: control and input, format selection, and data output. 

The control and input logic for the transmitter portion of the UART consists of both input and output control 

signals, a clock frequency, and an input data character. These signals. are listed in Table 5-6 along with a 
reference to the paragraph containing a detailed description of the logic. 

Table 5-6 

Transmitter Control and Input Logic 

Signal Signal Name Paragraph Description 

Mnemonic Number 

XRDY Transmitter 5.4.3.1 The XMIT RDY flag that indicates the buffer is empty and 
Ready (indi- may be loaded with another character from the Unibus. 
cates buffer 
empty) 

LDXD Load Trans- 5.4.4 The signal that strobes data from the 1'luffer into the 
mitter Data UART when the XBUF is addressed for loading. 

EOC End of 5.8 Signals that a character has been transmitted. ' 
Character 

XCLK Transmitter 5.8 Provides. the required transmitter clock rate. This rate is 16 
Clock Pulse times the selected baud rate. 

XDO-XD7 Data Buffer 5.4.4 Represents the character (five to eight data bits) loaded 
from the Unibus into the UART. 
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The format selection logic basically consists of jumpers that are arranged to select the number of data bits, STOP 

bits, and type of parity. Format selection is covered in Table 2-3 which also lists applicable DLlI options for 

each of the format selection functions. 

The output logic of the transmitter is described in the following paragraphs. 

Once the UART has converted the parallel character from the Unibus (UART operation is described in Paragraph 

5.7), it shifts the character out, one bit at a time, onto the serial output (SO) line. The first bit shifted out is the 

START bit, followed by the DATA bits (LSB first), then the PARITY bit (if selected), and finally, the STOP 

bits. The output of the line passes through a flip-flop to become SERIAL OUT H. This flip-flop is used to 

compensate for the different number of STOP bits that can be selected. 

When the. DLlI-A or C option is used, the SERIAL OUT H data line is connected to a circuit that converts the 

line to the bipolar levels required by the 20 rnA current loop (Drawing DL-3). The resultant positive serial data is 

applied to pin AA of the Berg connector and the negative serial data is applied to pin KK. 

The SERIAL OUT H data also passes through an inverter and is applied as a TTL level directly to pin SS of the 

Berg connector. 

When the DLlI-B, D, or E option is used, SERIAL OUT H passes through an EIA level converter (Drawing 

DL-7) to pin F of the Berg connector. 

Regardless of the option used, the SERIAL OUT H is also applied to the MAINT multiplexer circuit for use 

during the maintenance mode as described in Paragraph 5.9. 

5.6 RECEIVER CONTROL LOGIC 

The receiver control logic provides the necessary input, output, and control logic for the UART when it is used 

to convert serial data to the parallel data required by the Unibus. This logic may be divided into three functional 

areas: status and control, format selection, and data input. 

The status and control portion of the logic consists of both input control and output status signals, a clock 

frequency, and an output data character. These Signals are listed in Table 5-7 along with a reference to the 

paragraph containing a detailed description of the logic. 

The format selection logic is basically the same as used for the transmitter control and is described in Table 2-3. 

The input logic of the transmitter is described in the following paragraphs. 

Regardless of the device used, the serial input from the device is loaded into the DLII one bit at a time 

beginning with the START bit, then the DATA bits (LSBfirst), the PARITY bit (if used), and the STOP bits. 

When the DLlI-A or C option is used, the bipolar levels of the serial data are applied to pins K (+) and S (-) of 

the M7800 Berg connector. The bipolar level is converted to a TTL level (Drawing DL-3) and fed to pin H which 

is connected to pin E when these options are used. The serial data is gated through an OR gate to a 2-line to 

I-line multiplexer. When the interface is not in the maintenance mode, the multiplexer has no effect and the 

serial data (SI H FS 1) is applied to the input (SI) of the UART as shown on Drawing DL-4. The SI H input is 

also fed to a shift register that has its output decoded to reset the RDR ENB flip-flop. 
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Signal 

Mnemonic 

RDONE 

PERR 

FRERR 

OR ERR 

RCLK 

RD7 - RDO 

Signal Name 

Reader Done 

Parity Error 

Framing Error 

Overrun Error 

Receiver Clock 
Pulse 

Receiver Data 
Buffer 

Table 5·7 
Receiver Status and Control Logic 

Paragraph 

Number 

5.4.1.3 

5.4.2.1 

5.4.2.1 

5.4.2.1 

5.8 

5.4.2 

Description 

The R DONE flag that indicates a full character has been 
received from the device and is ready for transfer to the 
Unibus. 

A status signal indicating that the received character has a 
parity error. Can be readby the program. 

A status signal indicating that the received character has no 
valid STOP code. Can be read by the program. 

A status signal indicating that the character was not read 
prior to receiving another character from the device. Can 
be read by the program. 

Provides the required receiver clock rate. This rate is 16 
times the selected baud rate. 

Represent the character (five to eight data bits) transferred 
from the UART to the Unibus after serial-to-parallel 
conversion. 

When the DLlI-C, D, or E option is used, the serial input, referred to as EIA RECEIVE DATA (Drawing DL-7), 

enters pin land passes through an EIA level converter to pin M of the Berg connector. Because of the cabling, 

pin M is connected to pin E (TTL input) and the data follows the same path as before. 

5.7 UNIVERSAL ASYNCHRONOUS RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER (UART) 

The Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) is an LSI subsystem which accepts binary characters 

from either a terminal device or a computer and receives or transmits this character with appended control and 

error detecting bits. In order to make this subsystem universal, the baud rate, bits per word, parity mode, and 

number of stop bits are selected by extemallogic circuits. 

The UART is a full duplex receiver/transmitter. The receiver section accepts asynchronous serial binary 

characters and converts them to a parallel format for transmission to the Unibus. The transmitter section accepts 

parallel binary characters from the bus and converts them to a serial asynchronous· output with start and stop 

bits added. 

All UART characters contain a START bit, five to eight DATA bits, one, one and a half, or two STOP bits, and a 

PARITY bit which may be odd, even, or turned off. The STOP bits are opposite in polarity to the START bit. 
I 

This is the maximum format that can be. used. Although the UART itself produces these bits, certain DLlI 

options do not use all of them. Therefore, the format of an input or output serial word may vary from option to 

option as shown in Figure 2-1. 
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Both the receiver and transmitter are' double buffered. The UART internally synchronizes the START bit with 

the clock input to ensure a full 16-element (clock periods) START bit independent of the time of data loading. 

,Transmitter distortion (assuming perfect clock input) is less than 3 percent on any bit up to 10 kilobaud. The 

receiver strobes the input bit within ±8 percent of the theoretical center of.the bit. The receiver also rejects any 

START bit that lasts less than one-half of a bit time. 

TheUART inputaild output lines are shown on Drawing DL-4. A description of the receiver is given in 

Paragraph 5;7.1 and a description of the transmitter is given in Paragraph' 5.7.2. Note that in the following 

discussions, the mnemonic and pin number of UART mput and output lines are given in parentheses. 

5.7.1 Receiver O~ration. 

A block diagram of the UART . receiver is shown in Figure 5-5. When the receiver is in the idle state, it samples 

the serial input line (SERIAL IN, pin 20) at the selected clock edges (R eLK, pin 17) after the first 

mark-to-space transition of the serial input .line. If the first sample is a mark (high), the receiver return~ to the 

idle state and is ready to 'detect another mark-to-space transition. If, however, the first sample is a space (low), 

theb the receiver ~nters the data entry state. . 

lithe receivereontrollogic has not been· conditioned to the no parity state (a low on pin 35), then the receiver 

checks the parity of the data bits .plus the parity bit following the data bits and compares it with the. parity sense 

on the parity select line (pin 39). If. the parity sense. of the received character differs from the parity of the, 

UART contrbl10gic, then the receive parity error line (P ERR, pin 13) goes high and causes the P ERR bit in the 

RBUF reiisterto set; 

If the receiver controi logic has been conditioned to thf;l n; parity state (a high on pin 35), then the receiver 

takes no action with respect to parity and maintains the parity error line (p ERR, pin 13) in the false (low) state. 
When thecontr61'IOgi~:senses a P~rity error, it generates aP ERR signal. The DATA AVAILABLE signal updates 

tile parity error indicator: 'Note that the P ERR outp~t is always produced by the DART but is coupled to the 

RBUF only on DL11-C, D, arldEoptions. 

The receiver samples the first STOP bit which occurs either after the PARITY bit, or after the data bits if no 
\ 

parity is selected. If a valid (high) STOP bit exists, no further actiori:is taken. If, however, the STOP bit is false 

(low),indlcathlg afi'm\talidStOP code,thentlie UART control logic proVides aframulg errorindicati6tt (ahlgh 

onFlfERR; pmi3): The status of the framing error bit can ;lso be read'from theRBUF on nLl1-C, D;andE 

6ptions. 

Because the serial input from the external device is shifted into the UART, a bit at a time (SI, pin 20), occurrence 

. of a STop'60deindicates thatthe entii~ data character has been received and shifted into the receiver shift 

register. After the'sfop bit has been sampled, the receiver control logic parallel transfers the contents of the 

shiff re~ster mto, 'ihe receiver datah61dhlg register and then sets the data avaihible (R DONE) flag. . 

The data available signal also functions as the clock input to the FRAME ERR, PARITY, and OVERRUN 

flip~floi>s:in' th~ uARt st~tils 're'gister: At this 'point, the DA flip-flop isset,the OVERRUN flip-flop is clt~ar but 

has' a'hlgh on the" data inpuibe~liuse of the output fro~ the DA flip-flop, and the PARITYa~d FRAME ERR 

fli~1flopstlre set,or Cleared depending on the signal(trueorfalse) strobed in f;om the control logic. . 
,? 
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An OVERRUN condition indicates that another data character is being sent to the UARt before'theprevious 

ch~radet has been transferred to the DLlI receiver buffer register. If the DA flip-flop is set,indicating a 
, , 

character is stored in the holding register, and the UART control logic attempts to set the DA flip-flop again 

(indicating a new character has been shifted into the shift register), the DA signalfroin the corittolldgic provides 

a clock input to the OVERRUN flip-flop. This flip-flop then sets because the 'data input is hlgh'(DA flip-flop was 
already set by the previous DA signal). 

During normal operation (no OVERRUN condition), the character in the receiver data holding register is strobed 

onto the Unibus by an RBUF TO BUS H signal (Drawing DL-5) which produces SEL 2 L. This signal is applied 

to the UART reset data available line (pin 18) to clear the flip-flop. 

Whenever the serial input line goes from a mark (high) to a space '(low) and remains at the low level,the receiver 

shifts in one character, which is all spaces, then sets the FR ERR indicator and waits until the inpUt' line goes 
high (marking) before shifting in another character~ 

DATA 
ENABLE 
(ROE) 

SERIAL 
DATA 

INPUT 

CLOCK 
INPUT 

DATA BITS 

EVEN NO 
PARITY PARITY 
SELECT 

NB2 NB1 
NUMBER OF 

BITS/CHARACTER 

AND GATES 

'----r-------r-----r-----.... XMIT 

SHOWN AS 
SINGLE BUFFERING 

~~~TY -, 
I 
I 
, I 

..J 
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Figure 5-5 UARTReceiver - Block Diagnim 

5.7.2 Transmitter Operation 

A block diagram of the UART transmitter is shown in Figure, 5-6. When the UART tran~mitter is in the idle 

state, the serial output line (pin 25) is a mark (high). When it is desired to transmit data, a parallel character is 

placed on bus data lines BUS DOD through D07 and strobed into the UART transmitter data buffer (lines 

connected to pins 26 - 33) by means of the data strobe signal (pin 23). The time between the low-to-high 

transition of data strobe and the corresponding mark-tcrspace transition of the serial output line is within one 

clock cycle (1/16 of a bit time) if the transmitter has been idle. The data strobe signal is a derivative of BUS TO 

XBUF (Drawing DL-5) which is used to lo~d a character from the Unibus into the transmitter buffer register 

(XBUF). 
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When the data has been loade<I into the UART data buffer, it is next transferred to the transmitter shift register 
under control of signals from an encoder which selects the format determined by the control logic. This permits 
selection of parity or no parity (pin 35), the type of parity (pin 39), the number of STOP bits (pin 36), and the 
number of data bits per character (pins 37 and 38). Note, however, that not all of the.se functions are supported 

as options on all DLiI variations. The specific functions available for each option are covered in Chapter 2. 

The transmitter logic converts the parallel character from the Unibus into a serial output that is in a format 
selected by the control logic. 

The clock input to the timing generator (pin 40) is derived from the DLiI clock circuits (Paragraph 5.8). The 
other input to the timing generator is the end-of-character (pin 24) signal from the output logic. This line goes 

high each time a full character (including STOP bits) is transmitted. If this line goes low, it prevents the timing 

generator from loading another character into the shift register. The line is normally high when data is not being 
transmitted and goes low at the start of transmission of the next character. 

( 

Whenever the transmitter data buffer is loaded while the previous character is being shifted through to the . ( 

output line, the START bit of the new character immediately follows the last STOP bit of the previous 
character. 
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B006 
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Figure 5-6UART Transmitter - Block Diagram 
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Theend~of-character. signal is .applied to a decade counter (Drawing DL-4)which,theDLllemploys to generate 
the various STOP codes. This is necessary because the UART ,generates only lor 2 $TOP bits but the DLll 
generates 1, 1.5, or 2 STOP bits. Depending on the DLlI option used and the selection of jumpers 19, 11 0, and 
111, 'tlieoutputs ofthe decade counter and the XMITCLK signal are combIned to provide the appropriate iriput 
to the transmitter clock'input at phi 40'oftheUART. Note i that the end-of-chdracter'signai carmot be read by 
the program. 'I" ,. "'. '. . ' , 

When the. data strobe (pin ,23) signal loads th~ UART data buffel,", J,he ~ DLI 1 ,transmitter buffer" ()$UF) is 
~ioacied. Therefore,the data strobe signal sets the 'TBMT (t~ansmitter bUffer empty)flip,-floptoprovide a signal 

, .,,' .' . . .' :'. .... . .. ~ . 
that becomes XRDY (transmitter ready). This XRDY signal can be read by the program and indicates that anew 

character can be loaded in the DLll transmitter buffer. 

5.8 CLOCK LOGIC 

The DLII cl~'ck logi~ (Drawing DL-3) provides the clock frequency arid, therefore, the baud rates for 'both the 

receiver and transmitter sections of the DLII interface. The basic fr~qu'en~iesar~ d~~ived"from d singte-crystal 

oscillator. Although only one crystal is used, four different crystal types are~vailable from DEC so that the basic 
frequency range can be selected by simply plugging the appropriate crystal into the M7800 module. .' .' . . 

The output of the crystal (Yl) is applied to four frequency diyider c.ir.q.lits. A rotary switchtaps off various 
divider outputs to provide selection of one of eight derived frequencies. Two additional switch positions permit 
.' ' -

application of external clock pulses. There are two rotary switches on the module: one for the receiver, one for 

the transmitter. Therefore, the receiver can operate at a different baud rate thantne transmitter but both must 
be ,within the ()perating range of .the selected crystaL 

The specific frequencies selectedbyihe fmir. crystals, the frequencies that can be used with various DLll 
. options, an4 the location of the' crystal, ~nd rotary switches on the module ar~ covered i~ Chapter 2. The 
foHowing paragraphs describe the clock logic. Clock circuits used, during the maintenance mode are described in 
Paragraph 5.9. 

The output frequency of crystal Yl (Drawing DL-3) is applied to four IC chips that function as frequency 

dividers to provide the eight different frequencies fed to the rotary switches~, 

Figure 5-7 is a'Simplified diagram ofthe frequency divider circuits. The divisor Qf tfie circuit'is dependent on 

,which Ie output line is tapped. For example, four output lines from the 7493 IC pr0yide divide-by-2, 
divide.by~4, divide-by-8, and divide-by-16 functions. The diagram shows the various divisors, the output 

frequency, the rotary switch pin to ,which each frequency is tied, and the baud rate. Note that the clock 
frequency is 16 times the baud rate. In the example shown in the figure,a Ll52~MHz crystal is used. Any of the 

other crystals, such as the 4.608-MHz crystal, can also be used. If a different crystal is employed, the resultant 
output frequencies (and baud rates) are different, but the divider circuits function in an identical.manner. 

Notethat switch positions 9 and 10 (or 0) are not shown on the figure. Po'~itiori 9,isus~dtoselect an external 
clock pulse froJll the. Berg connector. In this case, the external clock is applied to pin CC of the Berg connector 

and serves as a cbmmon c1ock:puls~ for both th~ tec~iVer and tr~rismittei: 

Switch positioit 10 isalso used for an external clock. However, irithis c~se, the 2lock pulse isbroughtm bn the 
back panel wiring and a. different pulse can be used for the receiver'and for the tninsmitter.Th~ extenlal 

transmitter clockis applied to pin DRl; the external receiver. clock is applied to pin DS 1. 



The frequency' selected by the transmitter switch is the XMIT CLK H signal which is used for generation ofthe 

transmitterclockiripui (pin 40) of the UART (Drawing DL-4). ( 

The .. frequency ~elected by the receiver sw:itch is the RCVR CLK ~ pulse wbich is applied' to , the MAINT 
multiplexer (Drawing DL-3). The output of this RCLK H is applied dire,ctly to the re~eiver cloc,k input (pinJ 7) 
of the UART. Operation of the UART receiver is described in Paragraph 5.7.1. ';", , 

On DLlI~A and Dtl i-Coptions, theRCVR CLKH(RCLK H) also 'sets a divide-by-2 flip-flop whichprovide'~ 
the clockinputfor the'STARt bit detector (8271 chip) that produces RE.SET RDR ENBL'This crrcuit IS 
described hi Paragraph 5.4.1.9. 
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FigUre 5-7 Frequency Divider Logic - Simplified Diagram 
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5.9 MAINTENANCE MODE LOGIC 
,. .;,' . ... . 

The maint~na~ce mode is used to check: operation of the DLlI cqntrol logic and is available on all DLl.l 
. , .: 

options. Figure 5-8 is a simplified diagram of both the normal and maintenance modes. During normal operation, 
data frqm ti).e bps is !::onverted by the transmitter and sent to the external device, or data from the extern<j.l 

. '., ' . - .. . . 

dev,ice is converted by the. receiver and sent to the bus. 
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During the maintenanceinode, a character is loaded into the transmitter buffer (XBUF) from the Unibus. This 

parallel character.is then converted to a serial output by the UART transmitter section. However, in addition to 

entering the external device, the serial data is' also fed back into the receiver, which converts it back to parallel 

data and places it on the bus; If the character received by the bus is identical to the character sent out on the 

bus, then both the transmitter and the receiver are functioning properly; 

Before the maintenance 10QPcan beused,the transmitter must be. selected for use and the transmitter buffer 

.(XBUF) loaded with a character. The program selects the maintenance mode by setting bit 02 (MAINT bit) in 

the transmitter status registe.t (XCSR), This sets the MAINTflip-flop in the transmitter logic (Drawing DL-4). 

The MAINT (l)H output of the flip-flop is used as an enabling level for a 4-line to I-line multiplexer (IC 74153 

on Drawing DL--3). A simplified version of this multiplexer is shown in Figure 5-9. Normally, the gates shown 

enabled by the MAlNJ'(l) H signal in the figure are inhibited and the serial output from the transmitter, as well 

as the clock signals, are fed to the logic used during the nQlmal operating mode. However, when MAINT (1) H is 

present, the gates are qualified ancj. perform two basic functions. 

The first function is to gate the serial output of the transmitter (SERIAL out H) to the serial input line (SI H) 

of the receiver. The second function is to force the RCVR CLK pulse to be the same as the XMITCLK, 

regardless of the switch position of the RCVlfCLK. WhenMAINT(l) H is p;esent,the glite receiving RCVR 

CLK H is inhibitecj. and' the XMI'l' CLK H pulse is gated through to the RCLK H line of the receiver. Although 

notshown in the figure, the XMIT CLK H is also applied to the clock line of the transmitter. 

Because the rec~iver logic is activiltedby a START bit (regardless of whenithe START bit comes from), the 
i • . - . • 

receiver is activated as soon as it receives the first fu,put from the transmitter. After the receiver assembles t11e 

data, the program can compare th~ received character with the transmitted character to determine if the DLi I 

interface is functioning properly. 
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5.10 BREAK GENERATION LOGIC 

the break gen~ration logic permits the, DLII interface to tra.ns~if a continuous space to the external device. 
This ~apability is only available 'on the DLlI-C,D, and E options. ',,' " , . 

. . " . .' 

When it is desired to transmit a break, the BREAK bit (bit 00) in; the transmitter status register OCCSR) must be 

set. This is accomplished by using the BUS TO XCSR fl signal as a load pulse to load a I (BDOO H) into the . . ", ", .. .. '., "" . ',-" 

BREAK flip-flop (Drawing DL~4). Not~that this flip-flop is sllownon tlledrawing as part ofa 74175 IC chi,p. 

This chip is basically four D-type flip-flops with common clock and clear inputs: A schemati~ of this IC is shown 
in Appendix A. ' "-

The BREAK (0) H output of the flip-flop, which is low when the flip-flop is set, is applied to the directcle;u 

input of the SERIAL OUT flip-flop. Because this output is a level, it holds the SERIAL OUT ,flip-flop clear and 

prevents the UART transmitter output from being sent to the device. In effect, a continual low (space) level is 

presented on the SERIAL OUT lille. 

The duration of the break can be timed by the program because the transmitter and XMtT RD;Y flag continue to 

function normally; only the transmitter output line isinhibited. Fqr example, the proS!am cap. continue loading 

characters into the transmitter and counting the number of characters .by monitoring the XMIT RDY flag. At a 

predetermined count, the program can clear the BREAKbit.and r,~sume normal operation. 

Whenever the BREAK bit is used, a null character (all Os) should be transmitted before theBR;EAK bit is set and 

immediately after it is cleared; This is necessary because the:UART ttansmitter is double-buffered and it is 

important to ensure that the previous character has cleared the line. 
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'APPENDIX A 

IC SCHEMATICS 

The DLlI Asynchronous Line Interface employs six tYpes of integrated circuit(lC) chips in its design. A 

detailed schematic of each type, including a packaging diagram with Pitl. number designations, and a truth table, 

is given in this appendix. 

The following IC schematics eire included in this Appendix: 

7490 Frequency Divider 

7492 Frequency Divider 

7493 Frequency Divider 

8271 4-bit Shift Register 

74153 

74175 

4-Iine to I-line Multip~exer 
Quad D-Type Flip-Flop 
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7490 FREQUENCY DMDER 

( 

DUAL.,-IN-LiNE PACKAGE (TOP VIEW) 

INP\.IT 

c 
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GND 

Vee 

A 

INPUT 
BC 

A OUTPUT 

~, 

NC 

NC 

A INPUT a + I I I j, I , 

{
(1) 

RESET 0 
INPUTS (2) 

NOTES: 
1. Component values shown are nominal. 
2. Resistor values are in ohms. 

A 

NC 

BC INPUT 

(", (\ 

B GND C 

VCC 

o OUTPUT B OUTPUT 

I 
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7493 FREQUENCYDI\llDER 

TOGGLE OUTPUt 
INPUT PULSE Yl Y2 'Y3 Y4 

0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 0 0 

2 0 1 O' 0 

3 1 1 0 0 

4 0 0 1 0 

5 1 0 1 0 

6 0 1 1 0 

7 1 1 1 0 

8 0 0 0 1 

9 1 0 0 1 

10 0 1 0 1 

11 1 1 0 1 

12 0 0 1 1 

13 1 0 1 1 

14 0 1 1 1 

15 1 1 1 1 

*TRUTH TA8LE 

* Applies When 7493 Is Used As 4-8il 
Ripple-Through Counler. . 

RESET 
. ZERO 

Yl 

A-4 

Y2 

PIN LOCATOR 
(TOP VIEW OF Ie) 

( 

Y4 

( 

c 
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A PACKAGE 
7654321 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

B PACKAGE 
8 7 65 4 3 2 1 

I':': : : : :: : 1 
910 11 12 13 14 15 16 

AO DB BO 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

DC 

8271 4-BIT SHIFT REGISTER 

J PACKAGE 

14 

13 

12 

II 

10 

9 

8 

11-0475 

Co DD DO 

RD----------------------~------~_+------_+~--~~~~--~~----~~_r------+_~---

LOAD..-------'--'------+--L~ 

·CLO,CK 
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74153 4-LINE TO I-LINE MULTIPLEXER 

20 

2G 
STROBE ----:---:---Q 

CONTROL INPUT- STROBE OUTPUT 

E F G Y 

LOW LOW LOW A 

HIGH ,LOW LOW B 

LOW HIGH LOW C 

HIGH HIGH LOW 0 

DON'T CARE HIGH LOW 

TR'UTH TABLE (EACH HALF) 

LOGIC DIAGRAM 

,16 1,5 

2 

14 13 12 

3 4 5 

PIN LOCATOR 
(TOP VIEW OF IC) 

c 
II 10 9, 

6 7 8 

BE""OI38 
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(4) 

(5) 

(12) 

(13) 

Pin (16)= VCC. Pin (B)-GND 

A-7 

TRUTH TABLE 

INPUT OUTPUTS 
In In'1 

0 Q Q 
H H L 
L L H 

In • Bi I Ii me before 
clock pulse. 

In~1 = Bit lime ofler 
clock pulse. 

(g) , 

De Qe 
m 

CLK QB 
CLEAR 

DC Qc 
(10) 

CLKQC 
CLEAR 

DO QD 
(15) 

74175 QUAD D-TYPEFLIP-FLOP 
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B.t INTRODUCTION 

APPENDIX B 

VECTOR ADDRESSING 

Because the DLli Asynchronous Line Interface is basically a communications device, interrupt vectors must be 

assigned according to the floating vector convention used for all communications devices. These vector addresses 

are assigned in order from 300 to 777 according to a specific method that ranks the type of devices in a 

particular PDP-II System. 

The first vector address (300) is assigned to the first DCII Serial Asynchronous Line Interface in the system, the 

next DC 11 (if used) is then assigned vector address 310, etc. The vector addresses are assigned consecutively to 

each unit of the second ranked device type (KLll or DLll-A or DL1l-B), then to the third ranked device 

(DPll), and so on in accordance with the following list: 

1. DC 11 Asynchronous Line' Interface 

2. KLll Teletype Control (or DL1l-A or DLlI-B) 

3. DPII Synchronous Serial Modem Interface 

4. DMll AsynchronousSerial Line Multiplexer 

5. DNll Automatic Calling Unit 

6. DMII-BB Modem Control 

7. DRII-A Device Registers 

8. DRll~ General Device Interface 

9. DT1l Bus Switch 

10. DLlI-C Asynchronous Line Interface 

11. DLlI-D Asynchronous Line Interface 

12. DLll-E Asynchronous Line Interface 

If any of these devices are not included in a system, the vector address assignments move up to fill the vacancies. 

If a device is added to an existing system, its vector address must be inserted in the normal position and all other 

addresses must be moved accordingly. If this procedure is not followed, DEC software cannot test the system. 

Notll that the floating vectors range from addresses 300 to 777 but addresses 500 through 534 are reserved for 

special bus testers. In addition, address 1000 is used for the DS 11 Synchronous Serial Line Multiplexer. 
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An address map is shown in Figure B-1 and a list of the vector addresses is given in Paragraph B.2. It should be (-

noted that the system Teletype (KL 11) is not part of the floating vector scheme and is assigned vector addresses . 

060 and 064. Therefore, if a DLlI is used as a control for the system Teletype console, it should be assigned 

addresses 060 and 064. All other DLll s would follow the floating vector conventions. 

6.2 INTERRUPT VECTORS 

000 RESERVED 
004 ERROR TRAP 
010 RESERVED INSTRUCTION TRAP 
014 DEBUGGING TRAP 
020 lOT TRAP 
024 POWER FAIL TRAP 
030 
034 
040 
044 
050 
054 
060 
064 
070 
074 
100 
104 
110 
114 
120 

EMTTRAP 
"TRAP" TRAP 

SYSTEM SOFTWARE } , 
'. SYSTEM SOFTWARE. "'. C, OMMUNICATION W,ORDS 
SYSTEM' SOFTWARE 
SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
TELETYPE IN 
TELETYPE OUT 
PCl1HIGH-SPEED READER 
PC 11 HIGH-SPEED PUNCH 
K;Wll-L LINECLOCK 
KW I1-P PROGRAMMABLE CLOCK 
DR 11-A (Request A) 
DRI1-A (Request B) 
XY 11 XY PLOTTER 

124 DRll-B 
130 ADOl 
134 AFCll 
140 AAll-A,B,C,E SCOPE 
144 AA11 LIGHT PEN 
150 
154 
160 
164 
170 
174 
200 
204 
210 
214 
220 
224 
230 
234 
240 
244 
250 

USER RESERVED 
USER RESERVED 
LPl1 LINE PRINTER CONTROL 
RF 11 DISK CONTROL 
RCll DISK CONTROL . 
TCli DECTAPECONTROL 

, RIO 1 DISK CONTROL 
TMIIMAGTAPECONTROL 
CR 11 CARD READER CONTROL 
UDCll 
11/45 PIRQ 
FPUERROR 
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254 RPll DISK PACK CONTROL 
260 
264 
270 USER RESERVED 
274 USER RESERVED 
300 ~ FLOATING VECTORS START AT THIS ADDRESS 
304 
310 
314 
320 
324 
330 
334 
340 
344 
350 
354 
360 
364 
370 
374 
400 
404 
410 
414 
420 
424 
430 
434 
440 
444 
450 
454 
460 
464 
470 
474 
500 
504 
510 
514 
520 
524 
530 
534 
540 
544 
550 
554 
560 
564 
570 
574 

NOTE 

Floating vectors start at address 300 and are assigned 
in the following order: 

all DClls, then 
all KL 11 s, * then 
all DPlls, then 
all DM11s, then 
all DNlls, then 
all DM 11-BBs, then 
all DRlls, then 
all DTlls, then 
all DLll-Cs, then 
all DLII-Ds, then 
all DLll-Es 

*or DL11-As or DL11-Bs 

SPECIAL BUS TESTERS . 

600 through 774 ~ FLOATING VECTORS END HERE 
1000~DSll 
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000000 
BASIC 4K(WORD) 

000 377 --------------
017 777 MEMORY BLOCK 

020 000 
4K MEMORY 

037 777 
040 000 

4K MEMORY 
057 777 
060 000 

4K MEMORY 
077 777 
100 000 

4K MEMORY 
117 777 
120 000 

4K MEMORY 
137 777 
140 000 

4K MEMORY 
157 777 
760 000 

4K DEVICE 
REGISTER 

ADDRESSES 
777 777 

TRAP VECTORS 
000037 
000 040 ")I--S-Y-S-T-E-M-S-O-FT-W-A-R-E-l 

000 057 COMMUNICATION WORDS 

000 060 TTY AND PAPER TAPE 

000077 INTERRUPT VECTORS 
000 100 

INTERRUPT VECTORS 

000 170 
000 177 ;1 I 
000 200' 

000374 
pOO 377 

'760 000 

INTERRUPT VECTORS 

INTERRUPT VECTORS 

UNASSIGNED 
777 '-1-----------1 

1

0 
4 ERROR 
10 RESERVED 

'

14 TRACE 
20 rOT 
24 PWR FAIL 
30 EMT 

I 34 TRAP 

60 TELETYPE KEYBOARD 
64 TELETYPE PRINTER 
70 PAPER TAPE READER 
74 PAPE R TAPE PUNCH 

RESERVED FOR CUSTOMER 
DEVICES 
(000 170 000174) 
(000 270 000 274) 

777550 PRS > PAPER TAPE READER 
777 552 PRB 

777 554 PPS > PAPER TAPE PUNCH 
777556 PPB 

777 560 TKS > TELETYPE KEYBOARD 
777562 TKB 

777 564 TPS > TELETYPE PRINTER 
777566 TPB 

~ ~ 777 570 a 777 571 ARE SWITCH REGISTER 
000 RESERVED FOR 

767 777 USER DEVICES 

770000 RESERVED FOR 

777 567 

777577 

- -- - ---'~ 

RO-R7 DEC DEVICES 777 700 

TEMP-SOURCE-ETC 
777 710 RESERVED FOR 

DEC DEVICES 777 720 

777 775 
, 

777 777 

Figure B-1 Address Map 

,~ ;~ ("""\ 

CESSOR GENERAL STORAGE-THESE 16 
ATIONS ARE EACH 1 FULL WORD 

R6 IS STACK POINTER 
R7 IS PROGRAM COUNTER 

777776 8t 777 777 ARE STATUS REGISTER 

11-0191 
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Reader's Comments 

Your comments and suggestions will help us in our continuous effort to improve the quality and usefulness of 

our publications. 

What is your general reaction to this manual? In your judgment is it complete, accurate, well organized, well 

written, etc.? Is it easy to use? 

What features are most useful? ------------------------------------------------------------

What faults do you find with the manual? 

Does this manual satisfy the need you think it was intended to satisfy? 

Does it satisfy your needs? ______________ _ Why? ________________________________ __ 

Would YOUp,le~se 'indicatt(any factual errors you have found. 
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